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Preface

This onograph Concentrates on, the processes of change in .a

specific/Social system- -the school -- and.presents specific strategies

for promoting change. It is addressed to school psychologists,

counselors, soci 1 workers, and others responsible for providing

counselihg and pupil personnel services within school organizatiOns.
4

For some it may serve as a primer and help satisfy a curiosity aboll

the nature of system change; for others already involved in change

projects, it can be used as a handbook with useful tools and strategies.

Although our examples are specific to those who provide pupil personnel

'and psychOlogical services in schools, our hope is that the ideas and

strategies are simultaneously helpful to others. Those who work in

other kinds of systems, those who attempt to change systems in which

they do not work all the time, and those who prepare people or groups

to facilitate system change may also find the information in this

monograph of interest.

We have written this monograph because we are basically optimistic.

We believe it is possible to improve the hu an condition and that good

schools can provide one of our better vehic es for this improvement

process. We also have a strong conviction that people in schools want

to change and that helping professionals can and should take a more

active role in,promoting and facilitating change.

The monograph describes both the theoretical and practical aspects

of producing system change. 'At .times we write frOM an awareness of

what researchers and theoreticians have ,Said at other times, we discuss

'



the problems and issues from our own personal perspective, offering

hints beluse they have worked for us as we taught and consulted in

schools. We do not claim that all of the suggestions will work for

everyone in any situation, but.hope that they will at least stimulate

thought and other writing.

We want our readers to know that we are not counselors, social

workers, or school psychologists, but that we do care about these

roles, the work associated With them,.and the problems facing school

systems today. We have worked in schools and have seen the frustration

and joy that can be associated with school improvement and change. We

have tried to bring about organizational Change in schools and have

studied the efforts of others who have been moving in the same direc-

tion. Since past opportunities to share with and learn from others

have been very rewarding, this monograph has been written so that

others might join our network.

The monograph is divided into five chapters, each of which

contains a set of ideas that seem to go together. We know there are

other logical ways to structure and sequence these ideas, and we encourage'

readers to prodeed in any direction that makesSense to'them. In the

first chapter we describe why we think schools need to change and suggest

the part that those who provide guidance and pupil personnel services cam
7

play. The second chapter explains schools as social systeills and describes

some group processes through which work is accomplished in schools.'

Examples and tools appear inl,;the third chapter, while the fourth includes

guidelines. We suggest trends for the future in the final chapter and

conclude with an annotated bibliography for those who wish to read further.

4
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Systems Change Strategies for the Helping Professional

Richard I. Arends

Jane H. Arends

This chapter describes the needs and possibilities for\change

in schools. we begin by citing evidence that the roles of counselors

and school psychologists are changing to allow them ro be a major

influence for change in schools. Then we point to the need for change

in schpois and to the goals for the 'kinds of change that we have in

mind. in a degcription of our perspective on change, we describe how

purposeless change, mindless change, hit-and-miss change, and imposed

change can be avoided.
ri

Chapter)

Change in Schools.

4 We diScern a trend in.the counseling and psychological services'

-profession away from the preventive approach to the mental health of
9

individuals toward a sys orientation. This emergind role is

frequently d scribed in the literature and we believe is likely to

take hsold. Inger, Whiton and Fried argue that "any piychological

approach to ducation based only upon either psychopathology or a

theory of individuals is inadequate" (1970, p.173). They propose a

Ny model and role definition for those providing psychological services

based on (1) "working in a school.:.to help the school carry out its

educational mission"; and (2) providing assistance to people in schools

regarding the "dynamic aspects of education, the psycho-social phenomena

which affect leariling" (p.174).

0

t =gig'?

tation of phoolcounselors hag reduced their' effectiveness. They also

More recently, Murray and Schmuck described how the role-fragmen-



cite evidence regarding the failure of the mental health mode\i.

They predict a role change for counselors and school psychologists

which would "include moving away.froM attempts to increase the mental
ti

health of individual students trough counseling toward attempts to

improve the climate of the schoOl organization by consulting with all

Members of the school" (1972, p.99).

In theluture,We think even more counselors and school psychologists

will become aware of the liibited potential and'inefficiency of individual.

; chahge and will try instead to bring about system change. They will

intervene in subsystems, changing norms-and roles that hinder meaningful

and productive work. Medway (1975) describes the role we have in mind-

for counselorS'.and school psychologists 'as, that of "rnternally accountable

socioeducational specialists" (p.21). He desCribes these heipers as

"behavioral scientists adept at reducing and containing the incidence of

maladaptive'sociar behaviors through indirect consultation methods,, organ-
-

ization development and systems analysis' and environmental, restructuring"

(p.21). Medway says socioeducational specialists, working collaboratively

with their school personnel clients, would do the following kindS of things:

"(1) diagnosing interpersonal 'and educational aspects orthe school culture

and delineating present and projected service needs, (2) developing and

implementing interventions in response to these needs, (3) evaluating

planned changes, and if necessary, (4) devising alternative strategies."

(p.21). 0-

Medway also recommends that counselors and school psychologists

take "a "synergistic" view of school organizations. This view implies

that socioeducational specialists

I
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"concern themselves 44ith individual clints (e.g.; students,

A,.

staff, adminiostrators)` as socialxcHents (e.g.., classroom {%

,, t '',,.

,, .

..,

culture '-factilty relatiOnsh-ipssystem communication proesseS',
, '',...,,

.

. community influence, etc.). Helping individuals fulfill their

1 needs clarify their values and aspirations, gain a sense of
,

, .
.

: .

accomptishMent and acquire desired skills must be coordinated

with efforts tovhel'p groups move. from rival to teammate relation-
,

ships' (p.21).

Meyers (1973), indescribing a consultation m &Jel for school

'fipsychological servi'ces, suggests that counselors and schoolpyscho-.

logists .diagpoSb and InterVene at, four levels: (J) direct service to "'

the child such as tesling and recommending treatmant approaches, (2)

indirect service to the child by coaching teachers in ways they might

,..thaoge Classroom procedures to help the child; (3) dirdct service to

teachers such as belpingtheM understand and plan ways to alleviate

school-home problems and (4) service to the.school system. Meyers

.describes this final level as follows:

."Service to theschool system, the fourth level of

consultation in this model can be differentiated from

the three preceding levels since change in children or

individual teachers is not the consultarft's primary
o

goal. On the contrary, the primary focus would be to

change the behavior of various subgroups within the

school. Two approaches to intervention can be concept- .

ualized within this level of consultation. First, the

consultant might take an active role in developing

-3-



inntiVations-, and this' could be accomplished at an
,r-

adMinistisative level or through in-service training.

. , ,
Some current.examples

u

might be the Implementation.of
. - o

-"- open claSsrooms, the.implementatiOn of Modifiedgrad77--

ing prdCeduret or the'res.tructuring of special

iv..
,, 4 ..

/ ----h.'L
,

edufatt0h -A second app/roach tO-InterventTonNould

. I ,!,, -.;: i .
_.

be to imprOye th6;gdhetal fund-Toning of the idh661-;
\,,g'it=4/4' 7 4%, -,', A, .

as. the Cons # t t nILght help tofacilJtate-cohiluntea7

tion between odpunistrators, teachers, or
.,

both, and the goaroyOuld be improved problem solving

(p.11).

Having suggested this trend for the participation of counselors

and school psychologists in the process of system change, the remainder,

of this chapter specifies our viewof change in schoolS. It is organizeW

in three sections: the first describes why we think schools need to

change; the second outlines important goals for change; and the third

explicates our perspective on change by reporting some research on what

makes some change efforts succeed while others fail.

Schools Need to Change

Certainly no one will deny that schools have changed in the past

decades. Go *back to the high school you graduated from, and, without

much trouble, you will observe changes in policies, modes of behavior,

and topics of conversation. Even though few people would claim to

have predicted accurately what schools in the 1970's would be like, we

think everyone would agree that change has been fairly universal.

But what actually has changed about schools? Some would argue

-4-
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that the charWes haVe been only on the surface--that schools perform

the same basic societal functions that they did long ago. Evn

Sarason, a psychologist who has studied the problems of change in

education, seriously commented, that, "the more thing change,* the

more they remain the same" (1971, p.7). Others who have looked for,

new and potentially exciting practices in schools have come away

equally disappointed (see Goodlad, 1970; Silberman, 1(970). Lortie

summarizes the situation in this way: "If there has been a revolution

...it has occurred in people's expectations for schools, not in

iiiitactice; the gap between the possible and the actual has become

an tissue" (1975, p.$8). We share his obseryations and believe that

the gap between "what is" and what many people think "ought to be" is

the major reason why schools so badly/need to change.

ah

However, in additioh to assuming that change is,needed, we base

this monograph on the assumption that resources for change exist. Some

may challenge this assumption by pointing to the fact that it has becoMe

much harder in recent,years to obtain money fromithe federal government

and private foundations than it formerly was. Tle years when educators

could opportunistically grab for abundant financi.;a1 resources seem to

be over,

Others may say that the critical resource of a large, young and

innovative staff is missing. As the decline in student enrollment

causes reductions in the teaching force and as the mean age of teachers

increases, others find the excuse they need for not changing.

'There* is still another common challenge to the assumpticp that

resources exist. Even when the money and staff are sufficient, you

r
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can always count on some people to say "the time is not right."

They point to pervasive and sometimes violent confrontationspver

teacher salaries, desegregation or textbooks as the reason why "yester-
.

day" or "later" would be better than now. Fearing additional confron-
.

tation, they find it much easier to wish for what used to be than to

dream of whae could' be.

.

Yet we maintain that the resources are there in the form of ideas

and human energy that typically go untapped. We've seen many examples

of people learning to take great delight,in sharing what they know and

ucan do, and in dreaming up new ays to organize armselves so they cap ,

use all their resources to meet the demands of some current problem.

We've seen whole staffs reach out to parents for their, ideas and

welcome parent volunteers as active participants in the instruction of

students. We've seen committees dream up alternatives to, RObert's Rules

so their meetings are more productive. We've known many schools where

schedules and, requirements have been changed so that students could

tutor or counsel other students. And in many of these instances, we've

seen counselors and school psychologists serving as helping persons or

change agents.

Certainly in our minds, the resources of helping professionals

all too often go to waste. Efforts to chanbe the behaviors, attitudes

or underStandIngs of individuals are too typically ineffective and

inefficient means for brfnging about system change. If we could capture

only part of the energy that goes into one-on-one counseling sessions;

encounter groups, personal, growth labs, treatment groups for under-

achievers or truants, etc., we would have more than enough to bring

-0
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about important and lasting change in systems and organizations.

The list coundAo on anion, butwe hope we ve made
/
oar point. The

_ .

. .

resources, for effecting systm change re there. The heed is there.
AN . c.

0 All that remains is for people to find their resources and brinog,tHem
/

4.

to bear on important problems. No one cah do that for{ anyone else.

Basically, bat's what taking the chance to facilitate dhange is all

about.

. Goals for Change/

\, ,

Firom our values perspective we believe schools need to becoar more

satisfyioRg.places in which people work 'and learn. They need to' become

more humanisttlsettings where learners and teachers develop and reach

their full potentialifor living in a changing world. ihralvemeht,

humanism, and relevancy need to become mare of a part of,the fabric

from which. schools are made.

But even If some schools were.to change enough to meet'expectatIons

like ours, we would not be satisfied. We believe that future generations

will expect different things from schools. We believe what is most

needed now is to change the ways that schools change so at future

gaps between what schools will do and what people will want them to do

can be closed.

Miles (1967) talked about the change goals we seek when he suggested

the needs for: (1) increased internal interdependence and collaboration;

(2) added adaptation mechanisMs and skills; (3) stronger data-based,

inquiring Stances toward change)and (4) continuing commitment to organi-,

zational and 'personal growth and development. He deplored the isolation

of ihdividual educators within schools as making it "very difficult' for

1 r,r
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schdol personnel to secure help and support from one another, to

develop adequate .solutions to educational problems, and to diffuse'

these inventions to.others" (1967,:. He spoke to the need for

adaptation; of schools to, the communities they serve and emphasized

the SimuJtaneoUs need.to insure that sch001-community transactions

\be of high quality. Similarly, he proposed that increasing the 4,

number 'off sensory and feedback loops within school organizations

would transmit the information needed for short-run operationsNand

for longer-Wechange. He concluded by saying rat the orientation

cannot be toward specific change projects alone,lbut'to institutional-

izing the research and development change funct/ins within schools.

In another article, Miles.and Lake (1967) posited the following

criteria by which movement toward institutionalized change capacity

could be gauged: "(1) the effectiveness ofproble0 solving by all groups

in ',the organization;.(2) high self-sustaining motivations of members to

accomplish the goals of their groups; (3) effective linkage between the

goals of one group, and those connected to it; (4) work procedures and

Structures which are technically sound (will reach group and system goals

(5) a working climate which supports effective job performance; and (6)

reward systems which facilitate cooperative and collaborative effort among

groups and individuals, so that influence is exerted on the basis of actual

competence and knowledge, rather than through organizational status as such'

(Miles and Lake, 1967, p.82).

It is, thus, toward strengthening the capacity of school systems to
4

change themselves that we think change efforts should be directed. And

it is in moving toward these kinds of changes that we believe counselors
-%

r



and school psychologists must and will play a part.

A Perspective on Change

Many people have tried to change schools in the past. Some have

been reasonably successful while others have met dismal failure.

Researchers who have\tried to find out why some efforts work while

others don't, have generated numerous explanations. The four we

discuss An the followig paragraphs are only some that appear repeat-

edly as "keys to success or "roadblocks to avoid." We assume that

these four--purpoSeleSs c ange, mindless change, hit-and-miss change.,

tt

and imposed change--arecoMmon enough to provide leverage in virtually

any system.

The" four topics reflect r choice of a perOectiv for.system

Change that will be elaborated More fully in Chapter II. According to

. categories
1 of perspectives devised by Havelock (197,,0), ur perspective..

falls more or less clearly among 'problem-solving models. This perspec-

tive emphasizes the-social-psychological needs'and motivations of people

in the system to be changed.

*
Purposeless Change. Results of a very extensive study o educational

1. Other categories of perspectives described by Havelock include: (1)

the research, development, and diffusion,perspective that emphasizes

rational sequences of goal setting, planning, implementation and eval-

uation behaviors as performed by various i stitutions; ( ) the social-
,

interaction perspective thSt focuses on th information to be exchanged

and who influences whom in the exchange pr cess; and-Ill-the linkage

perspective that
emp4siP

zes the Iynamics .among roles, institutions, and

functions in the process of bringing abrout-changezin schools.
-(

14
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change by the Rand orporation (Bermand and McLaughlin, l ) suggest

that change projects can be initiated in either opportunist c or

problem-solving ways. Projects with opportunistic start-ups are those

designed primarily o take advarqage of funding or the availability ofl

helpers. Projects that start out with a problem-solving focus, on their

,

.other hand, are initiated to help ,rreet a specific need. They are %..0,

designed-and planned in Ways that take account of present and expected

future realities.

n

Project! studied by Rand that were generated essentia9y by

-opportunism were characterized throughout by a lack of interest and
)

commitoient on the part of participants. As a result, participants were

often indifferent to project activities and outcomes. Little in the way

of serious change was ever atteMpted7-ortircurred.

,,,;On the other,hand,lrojects*that Started cut with a problem-solVing

4
,

' thrust were more likely to result in change. Tenever the project

addressed goals that were important to teachers, principials, parents: and-

students, commitment and consequent action wexthere from the beginning.

One difficulty that must be overcope if purposeful and problem-solving
,

change is to occur is the general lack of clariTUd agreement about

indicators of educational success. Since educ.rprs c'annot talk about the

rate of production,or profitg made last year, 'they often attempt change

without specifying how they will know when ey have been successful.

Without clea'rly defined purposes.and a tehology for measuring progress

toward goals, many change interventions stray off target and no one can

tell until it's too late. Purposeful change thus provides leverage

15/
-10



because it conserves human en rgy for movement toward important targets.:

Mindless Change. Even when 'people clearly know what it is they want to

change, they often move through the change effort as through a_fog.

Silberman (1970, pps. 10-11) defined this leverage most succinctly.

"What makes change possible, moreover, is that what is mostly

wrong with the-public schools is due not to banality or

indifference or stupidity, but'to mindlessness. If they

(teachers, principals, and superintendents) make botch df

it, and an uncomfortablyJarge number do, it is because At

simply never occurs to more than a handful to, ask why hey

are doing what they are doing."

Silberman's wor4s reinforce need for purposeful change and also
yr

speak eloquently to the need for consciousness about ange processes.

The primary importance of the Rand Study lies in the elp it proides

for thinking clearly about, the ways in which educat onal change

prcilects succeed or fail to meet their objectives. /

Rational planning, data collection, documentation, debriefing, and

evaluation are all necessary,if people would know how their purposes

are being achieved. But because these activities are mire rare than

common, important leverage for system change can be found through

careful self-reflection and thoughtful self-analysis. Those who would

-0,k+

change a system can often find one key to success by examining whar$

happened in prior change efforts in their system.

Hit-and-Miss Change. Imagine, if you will, an orchestra where only 4-

the violins are tuned, or a football team where only the quarter-backs

practice. Unless the violins play solo or unless no one cares that the

1G
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ball away

Yet eduCati

instance, s

time to fig

contained c

guidance fo

and resourc

drops to the ground in mid-field, this sounds ridiculous.

onal change efforts are often designed in this way. For

me people expect teachers to start teaming without taking

re out how this will be different from working in self-

assrooms. Others expect counselors to provide career

students without,recognizing that counselors need time

s to do this job well. Still others operate as though a

new building, a new computerized grading system, or a neW organizational

chart would cure,everything.

We have nothing against team-teaching, career guidance, new school

buildings, and the like. However, we have seen a number of single

innovations seemingly get lost or fade away because other changes

were Mgt also' ma,le. The examples are num erous,'but the pciint is that

hit- and -miss change often turns out to be no change at all.

The Rand Study uncovered a number,of projects that were not imple-
x

he e of reaching their objectives or havinj '.staying

power." Instead, theprojeccs'were "implemented" in pro -forma
> ,

they broke down altogether, or they were co-opted by project participants

.so that the projecet was changed t6 fit traditional ways of doing things.
o.

,
Projects in which participants did carry out plans for new-action

were characterized by mutual. adaptation. This phrase applies to an

implementation process in which the project was modified and in which

the organizational relationships among staff and among teachers and

students were altered.

The study did find that some school communities and districts were

,More receptive than others to innovations, but more importantly, fou

-12-
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that the receptive setting was not a. sufficient condition for effectively

implementing new ways of acting._An implementation strategy that promoted

mutual adaptation was critical.

Four strategies seemed most often to promote mutual adaptation or

to allow'it to occur: (1)-on-line planning efforts and continuing re-
O

assessment of thelptays, the project was moving, (2) provision of exten-
t

sive training for a44 pSrtIcipants, (3) frequent regular meetings of.

project- personnel to disCuss problems and to share ideas, and (4) the

1oCal development of materials, "Learning; by doing ----even if it meant

re..inv nting the wheel"--helped participants identify with project

goals and precepts.

Thud, purposeful andconscious change seem to be insufficient by

themselves. For a change to have staying power,'it must take into

.account all of the interdependencies among personal behaviors, norms

and structures -of
.

their organizations, availability of materials, and

6 the limitations or potential of the physical plant. At the same time,

the change must be focused and carefully monitored to insure that it

does not limit the availability of human resources for future change

when that is called for.

Im osed Change. %An increasing amount of evidence suggests that change

interventions initiated or imposed from the "outside" are likely to

fail. The Rand Study, for example, found that most implemented projects

were initially based on information or treatments that were already

known to local participants.( Few projects were based on information

gathered through a systematic "search for alternatives." Local

actors--in a single School 'Community or district--were likely to be

1L)
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skeptical about the reported "success" of some method that had been

tried "somewhere else." Tiiey tended to rely on the advice of those

they believed to have a thorough knowledge of particular and peculiar

conditions in_tOeir, schOol community or area.

Yet outside agencies such as State Departments of Education,

textbook publishers, and institutions of higher learning continue to

-act as though the impetus for educational change has to be 'externally

i mposed. Certainly teachers, parent's, and counselors confirm this

assumption each time they cope with an impdsed change instead of

initiating their own. Instead4of predicting needed changes and

actively searching for solutions, insiders encourage imposition by

,fighting fires as they wait until 1 'solution" presents itself. But

then, because the imposed solution rarely solves the important problems,

the need for fighting maintains itself.

Imposed change is often like hit-and-miss change in some ways. If

many,of the impositions or the "hits" come down on the same place, the're

is the real possibility of innovation overload. We know of one small

elementary school, for instance, that tried to implement team teaching,

differentiated staffing, a nFw reading program, and mini - courses all in

the same year. The staff got so tired, the students and parents so

confused, and the principal so discouraged, that almost everything was

abandoned the next year.

In many ways, erefoee, it seems that projects designed by "outsiders"

will generally fail' to gather support or to achieve their objectives..

Importantly, "outsidedness" can and often will be defined in very broad

terms. Teachers in "other" schools, personnel from the district office,

1 co
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consultants from state departments or universities will often be thrown

Into the same "bag." They will lack credibility because they do not

"belong" to the school community system where the Koject is being tried.

On the other hand, those who clearly do belong--like counselors and school

psychologists--have a much better chance to bring about important and

lastin\ change.

Summary

Chapter '`I I bas explored the need for change in schools, the necessity

for clearly established goals, and the several types of change most

frequently implemented by school communities, together with the degree of

potential success possible with each.



This chapter introduces three'major ideas: (1) that schools are
complex social systems comprised of functional subsystems; (2) that
changing a system means changing certain processes in the culture of these
subsystems; and (3) that certain forces influence the functions that facil-
itators of change can fulfull in a system. Foir major principles are ex-
plained: (1) focus the change effort on changing functional subsystems
in which interdependence is highest and with which other subsystems have
recognizable interdependence; (2) change the norms and roles of communica-
tion, meetings, problem-solving, conflict management, goal-setting, and
decision-making, as well as the relationship among them; (3) know What
others expect of you and be honest about what you'd like to do; and (4)
develop multiple bases of power from which to exert influence on the system.

Chapter II

Soge Principles of System Change

In the first chapter we spelled out some assumptions about system

change that we think are basic. But because assumptions alone do not

provide a rationale for the strategies and guidelines presented in the

next two chapters, we include this chapter to outline a few key principles.

The chapter is divided into four major sections. The ficyst describes, a

view of schools as Complexsocial systems. The second outlines several

interpersonal and group processes that provide targets for system change.:

IFUnctions that facilitators fill in the change process are discussed in

'/the third'section, while the fourth describes variables that must be

taken into account when deciding which function to fulfill.

.Schdols As Social Systems

When, we- say that schools are social4stems, we simply mean that

they are not mere collections of individuals who behave in disconnected

or independently deteimined ways. In schools, people come together to

perform specifi-cd-tasks-, the major purpose of which is to facilitate

student learning. People in schools, like the components of any syatem,

interact in.fairly regularized and predictable ways. Their actions pro-

duce consequences that can be observed and are sometimes examined to
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guide future action. In spite of the fact that people in schools rarely

view themselves as part of a social system, we think this perspective is

important. Particularly in large,schools, it is-difficult to picture a

single, unified "system." One way to grasp the total picture is to look

at functional subsystems. Begin by definirig some goal that people strive

to achieve.
1

The goal of facilitating-student learning, for example,

includes functions like teaching reading, teaching math, and providing

student support services. -Functions may bejurther disse4M:ed-as when

."providing student support services" becomes counseling students about
0

career opportunities, providing food fOr the lunch program, or assisting#

students who become ill in school. 046 a function is defined, all the

people who must perform well if it is'to be fulfilled can be listed.

For example, those who must function if students are to eat include those

who order food, deliver the raw materials, prepare it, serve it, and

release Students from class at a specified time.

Often, of course, the same people appear in more than one functional

subsystem. For instance, a counselor may talk individually to several

students, attend a pupil petsonnel divis on e tipg to consider scheduling,

sr .

talk to a few teachers about'problem students in their classes, and

explain some aspect of the school's progrl to parents--all in 'the same

day,

Although the individual's perspective of the system is largely,

structured by the face-to-face interactions he or she has as a member

of several subsystems, important work is done and major goals are

1Both explicit and latent functions of schools need to be considered],
By latent functions we mean such things as supplying jobs for adults,
keeping children off the labor market, socializing students to prevail-
ing values, etc. While this may seem cynical, we have observed that many
people in schools expend a great deal of energy to realize goals such as
these.

22
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accomplished only through the coordinated efforts of sets of persons.

Just as all individuals depend on each other to perform the subsystem's

r function, all'subSYstems are likewise interdependent. By virtue-of

bringing people together to achieve common tasks, organizations create

s'u ystems in which every component or pkrt affects'eVery other component

° or part. What one person or gimp does is affected by and affects others.

In spite of the fact that people in schools are arranged in inter-

!

dependent functional sUbsystems, few change strategies take this into

account. Take, for example,- the typical strategy of sending individual

counselors to workshops or inservice claSses. There, if everything goes

well, a counselor may learn that method "X" is effective and fun to-use.

When he or she comes back to the school, wanting to try it out, others

may disapprove, the needed materials may not be there, the schedule may

be too inflexible, or something else about the subsystem of which he or

she is part may make the effort unnecessarily difficUlt. Perhaps even

a better example. is.the case of the high school counseling department

that wanted to involve teachers in making decisions about student per-

sonnel, services, made that wish public, then got frustrated because

it didn't happen. The Counseling subsystem clearly ignored °the fact that

many teacher subsystems depended upon it--if not out of preference at least

out of habit - -to make these decisions for them. Since other subsystems

did not change to- reciprocate the counseling subsystem's preferred function,

no change occurred at all.

We wish to highlight here that this monograph is about changing

systems and not about using groups or systems as a means to bring about

individual change. To illustrate this difference, let's return to the y"

previous example., To change a system so that influence over decision
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making is more widely shared one must iihtervene both with subsystems

that have made decibions in the past and. With SuSsy terns-that have not.

This kind of system change does not happeh when counselors go off to

workshops and learn to plan collaboratively with,teacheor when teachers

take courses in counseling and guidance. We're not,detracting from the

worth of workshops and training programs such as those described by Ja.cobs

. and Spradlin (1974), but we are saying lat system change requires a

theory and terhnnlogy unlike the concepts and strategies that promote

individual growth:

The key principle here is that to change a system, one must change

the subsystems in which interdependence is highest and with which other

.subsystems have a recognizable interdependence. Attempts to change a

single person won't have significant or lasting impact unless other

people change too; if one subsystem is to change its functions, other

,

subsystems must be willing and able to reciprocate.

Systems Have a Culture

Think about similarities and differences among schools you have

observed. You can probably think of numerous similarities- -older people

always teach younger people, spaces are always set aside for storage of

equipment, or doors typically open and close at certain times. Yet the

differences are striking as well. In one school, students are rewarded

for the same behavior that is punished in another school. Teachers in

one school expect Elie principal to do what teachers in another school

expect to do for themselves. How people behave and how people are expected

to behave are very different; the culture is different.

The culture or climate of a system is in many ways no more or less

than the way people behave and are expected to behave. Lortie's (1975)

2
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definition of'culture says that "culture includes the way members of a
.

-

group think about social action; culture encompasses alternatives for

resolving pfoblems in collective life. The.storehouse of ideas may exceed

the variety of observable behavior within, the group, for some possibilities

may not find expression" (p. 216). However one defines culture, changes

in what people do, are expected to do, and are rewarded for doing result

in system change.

The culture of the school becomes visible when one knows the norms

(behaviors that will.be rewarded and punished)'and roles ( expectations

that others have for the behavior of certain individuals). Change the

norms and roles and you change the system. This is the second key

principle.

The rest of this section illustrates what we mean by changeable

norms and roles. We have categorized our examples under six headings

(communication, meetings, problem-solving, conflict management, goal-
\

setting, and decision making), not-because we find six albagicai number

nor because these particular six categories have been found to be most

meaningful to the largest number of people. Instead, we chose them for

convenience to parallel chapters in a book with which we have lived

(Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell, and Derr, 1973). The categories let

us include much of what commonly appears in bools,s on group processes or

organizational change in a way that can also provide structure to a sub-

sequent chapter on tools and strategies for intervening. So now, asking

the reader's acceptance of these categories, we'll proceed with examples

of how norms and role expectations can change-.

Communication. Many norms and roles concern the subtle and complex pro-

cess of communications This process. includes verbal and written messages

2;i
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as well as nonverbal tones, signals, and postures. It dictates who speaks

to whom, when, and why.

Because of the complexity of communication, the chances that this

process can go awry or need changing. 'particularly high. Communication

may not occut at all, or miscommunicatiOnparticularly under stressor

about topics in which peoplepave a great deal of emotional investment--

can be obvious. Often, the following unprodUctive norms exist in sub-

systems:

Group members continually make-their own position known, and

persuade others of its merits by talking past each other and

refusing to .hear what others.say.

Group members ignore each other's feelings, never checking on

A

anyone else's.internal state.

a Everyone is expected to talk loudly and emphatically, no matter t

k . ,3

what the issue.
'

.

. A:,1%

.. People are listened to as long as theywi,talk about trivial

issues, but people-withdraw when certain topics are mentioned.

Changes in the coMmunication process can instead, produce norms like`' these: .

Group members continually check to male sure they understand':

what others are saying. MQ

Everyone is expected to show concOrn for the feelings of

others by monitoring non-we#al cues and checking their

impressions.

Voices typically remain calm, but people are'heard--even when

they express strong emotions.-

ImpOrtant and fundamental issues or topics are discussed

publicly with those concerned.

2
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In many ways the communication process is basic to all the rest.

eeleipepeople to express their opinions and desires clearly developing

norms that support directness, and teaching methods.for listening with

understanding are strategies that can-bring about important system change.

Goal Setting. We've often laughed at the truths in a story by Mager (1972,

v-vi) about King Aling in the land of Fuzz. It seems that King Aling

commanded hiS round and mdlti-legged cousin !Din to "Go into Fuzzland and

find the goodest.of men, whom I shall reward for his goodness." "'ling

impertinerktly asked how hetould,know the goodest of men when he saw one.

rThe king whacked off 'Ding's leg for this affront_and said only that the

goodest of men would be "sincere.!' Ding limped out to search; but returned

, discouraged to ask his impertinent question again. Replying that the good-

est of men would. be "dedicated," the King whacked off another of Ding's

legs. The story goes on for several more rounds until the King whacks

off Dines last leg and-he falls to the for with a "squishy thump." The

moral, say Mager simply,-is "if you .can't tell one when you see one, you

may wind up without a leg to stand on."

Unfortunately, lots of educational goals are just as ambiguous as

King Aling' . The following system norms apply:

People-take goals for granted, never discussing them or

writing them down.
C

Because no. one can say plu don't get some piaCe if you don't

say where you're going, people are rewarded for ignorin

goals.

No 'one expectS.that progress toward goals will be carefully

assessed,

People state very different versions of goals.that are

"supposedly shared. 4

27.
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Strategies that help people sharpen goal statements or uncover and

share goals that are not explicit'can create norms like the following:

No one discusses goals without ascertaining how much others

arg comthitted to them. for
People expect goals to4be precisely stated, even when clarity

surfaces conflict:

Many kinds of informal and formal procedures are used.to assess

movement toward goals.

People are rewarded for getting where they said they wanted

to be.

Problem-solving. The ultimate test of an effective system is its ability

to solve the problems it encounters:" For effective problem-solving to

occur, group members must identify discrepancies between the way things

areandamoredesirablecondition. Once the problem is defined, group

members then need to identify quality solutions that move them to where

they want to be. An ineffective problem-solving process might include

the following norms:

Group members ignore problems or state them in forms'that

don't address the real issues.

People expect others to solve their problems, rarely forming

groups to do so.

Problem - solving procedures are not systematic or procedures

are rigidly followed without review consideration.

Since life seems happier when there are no problems, people

are rewarded for withholding problematic information.

It is possible for groups to develop norms that support an effective

problem-solving proces, Example

f011owing:

of this kind of norm include the



Group members state problems precisely and directly, accepting

any discomfort as temporary.and-solvable..

People organize quickly into groups to jointly inquire into

common problems.

Everyone understands and is expectedto follOw flexible,

agreed upon procedures.

People are rewarded for viewing problems as normal, and logical

problem-solving as a springboard to creative action.

Many systems would change markedly if people clearly defined the

problems confrontirig them and'developed workable plans in collaborative

ways. Strategies that aim toward this kind of goal can make important

system changes.

Meetings. If the most abominable thing about the system in which you-work
40 ,

is the process people go throUgh in meetings, this may become your first

target for system change. 'For example, you may Very much want to change

norms like these:

People straggle in and leave early, but no one pays enough

attention to catch them up or fill them in later.

Only certain people are expected to convene or'tlake minutes.

Everyone talks at once or some people do.all the talking

while others remain silent.

Everything is "all bAiness"; no one pays attention to others

as people or to the way the work is accomplished.,

By contrast, some groups have meeting-norMs that-we think are much

easier to live with. It may take a concerted effort to turn things

around, but consider the advantages of no es like these:

Expectations about, starting. and ending

people help those who can't meet them.

-24-
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0 COnvening and recording functions are shared or rotated so

everyone has a chance to participate without this added

responsibility.

Procedures encourage participation by all those who want to

speak because monologues are not reciprocated by silence.

Certain times are set aside to discuss the way the meeting

went and any interpersonal feelings it created.

Decision-Making. Creative efforts to solve problems include choosing among

alternative goals, prOcedures, resources, and solutions. Even when only

one solution Ys thought of or-prossible, problem-solving always ends with

the choice of acting or not acting. The decision making process in a

,system is activated any time members carve out a choice for action. is

process is important because it often produces much conflict in the system.

Norms like these often inhibit the way people; exert or accept influenCe and

fnake their decisions:

Only those with legitimate authority are expected to make

decisions.
t3

Responsiblitities for decision making are vage or unclear.

Group members are locked into a single method of group

decision making--majority voting, for example.

Even decisions that require everyone's understanding and
commitment are made by one person or majority vote.
Through effective intervention strategies, it is possible to change

system norms into something like the following:

People with information make decisions because decision quality

is viewed as more important than who makes it..

Everyone has clear expectations about who

decisions;

3u
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Procedures for making a decision are carefully matched to

the kind of- decision being made.

Those who must understand and be committed to the decision

are rewarded for participating in it.

Conflict Management. The process of identifying and managing or resolving

conflict in a group is often quite easy to see. Consider a group with

norms like the following:

Conflicts are hidden from public view entirely or are only

dealt with behind the scenes.

People are rewarded for ignoring little, conflicts and dealing

only with 'those that have reached a sizeable magnitude.

Procedures are based on the expectation that conflicts are

resolved only if one party loses while the other wins.

/0 People confuse disagreements with conflicts due to differences

4

in self - interests, and, collaborative compromising with

negotiation.

Norms like these are not only common in groups, they also pose a

major hindrance to effective group functioning. Since conflict doesn't

surface until differences of opinion or self-interest are expressed and

since different opinions can be a group's most valuable resource for
a

creative problem-solving, ignorance or suppression of conflict can stop

a change effort cold. We think it is much more productive to change

norms governing conflict so that the following behaviors are expected,
t.

exhibited, and rewarded:

People admit they have different views and consider the ten-

f

sion as a signal to problem-solv6.

Small conflict situations are handled as they occur.

3 A_
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Others actively try to ,help persons engaged in conflict by

serving as interested and caring third parties.'

People attempt to resolve differences of opinion in a

collaborative win-win fashion while skillfully negotiating

differences in self- interest.

The process of conflict identification and the processes of decision

making, meetings, and the like, are highly interdependent. For example,

norms about who may talk about what may enhance or limit the amount of

information that is available for finding solutions to problems. Or,

for another example, if few people are expected to take roles in the

decision-making process, there is'high likelihood that self-interest

conflicts will surface..

Furthermore, the processes can bq changed by persons acting from a

variety of stances or roles. In the next sections, we explain six roles

that can be assumed for the purpose of facilitating change in s0tem

processes. Wd also explain scibe factors that should,be taken into

account when determining which role to assume.

Functions Filled by Facilitators of Change

It is our contention'that the person who decides to bring about

change in his or her system can do-so from a variety of vantage points.

We have identified' six for this monograph: member, convener, resource

linker, prOdess consultant, third party consultant, and teacher or

trainer. The choice among these roles or-vantage points is never exactly

clear as the roles have at least as many similarities as they have

differences. Just as parents do a lot g teaching andteachersdo a

lot of parenting, a group member may perform the resource linking func-

tion and a person designated as trainer may perform the convening function.

orz-
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Being an Effective Group Member. Everyone who reads this paper is un-

doubtedly a member_of several task groups or subsystems. As a member a

persbn brings about system change primarily by modeling and risk-taking.

For example, the counselor in the pupil personnel department of a latge

high school might improve the effectiveness of this subsystem by continuous-
.

ly clarifying what others are saying. If others rarely make clarification

statements and then begin to copy this behavior, the modeling would have

its desired effect.. Risk-taking might be displayed by stating one's feel-

ings about membership in the group whellorms support staying on the

task. Manylof the examples in the third chapter can translated into be-

haviors for modeling that require greatex, or less risk-taking depending

upon present norms.

Serving as Group Convener. Often groups can be helped a great deal by

those who agree to serve as chairpersons or conveners. In Chapter III

we suggest a number of tools that conveners'can use in such tasks as

preparing for the meeting, helping the group Warm up, helping group members

. ,

organize their agenda,' encouraging wide participation, helping with record-
'

keeping, and leading the group in assessment of its own functioning.

Resource Linking. Sometimes groups and subSyntems within an organization

are fairly clear about existing problems, but lack skill or-rebonrces for

solving them. Valuable assistance- can be provided in thiS situation by

clearly offering one's own ideas and energy or by eliciting information

about the resources that others have to offer. When the group',- "needs

resources -Nat none of its members can provide, the resource linker searches

for and suggests other people, materials, programs, or the like for examine-
,

tion. Functioning as a resource linker, the school psychologist might do

demonstration teaching, set up a cross-age helping program, organize volun-

teer parents or track down a curriculum consultant for teachers in a

f
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particular department.

Providing Process.Consultation. Too often groups are unaware of how they

are influenced by norms and group processes. Members of the student council

may knot') that their meeiings don't go smoothly, but may not understand why.

Teachers in a certain department may ask why decisions thg4 think th y

make never get carried out. Many of the tools presented in the thi d chap-

ter can be used to highlight important group processes as the process '

consultant collects and feeds back data about actual and preferred agree-

ments or norms'.

. Third Party Consulting. The functions of a third party consultant are'

not all that different from a process consultant. We have isolated this

role only because it is most often played when problems occur with,the

process of uncovering and managing conflict. Third party consulting re-

quires special skill in helping parties to a conflict clarify their

positions, establish working agreements, and use their differences as a

springboard to problem-solving. More about this function will appear in

the next chapter.

Teaching Alternative Modes. Once in a, while persons in a system may be

asked by others to design and carry out a training intervention for the

group. Fot example, a counselor might teach others on a district task

force to make decisions by consensus if majority vote procedures seem

Or, for another example, the school psychologist might

help a teacher traih students in basic interpersonal communication skills.

Some of the lessons in Chapter III and some of-the guidelines in Chapter

IV are directly applicable to the functions of traininglor teaching

alternative modes.

34
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/Determining the Stance to Take

Selecting whi function 41 perform can depend upon many factors.

These factors i ,ude very olvious ones such as what one wants to accom-
A41 k t 4toCV.

plish end--,h /t oneNhas the skills to do. Primarily, however, we think

the choir is most often limited by how definitely others expect the

facillitatoe to advocate a particular change or to remain neutral with

no / personal investment in specific outcomes.

For example, a colleague of ours once worked in an organization

that was faced with the difficult decision of narrowing its scope of work

and staff size to Save money. She knew this decision was a unique one

and likely to produce a lot of conflict. Before deciding which function

she could play to be most helpful,.she encourag d ff members tfo dis7

cuss what they expected of each other at the decision-ma ing retreat.

Since most people expected everyone to participate as an active member,

they decided to hire two consultants from outside 'he organization to

serve as process consultants. Her functions as member and resource linker

became clear. Only a few months later, one of the subsystems of the

organization wanted to spend a day on problem-solving abotAk roles and

commitments. Since she was not a member of this subsystem, she was called

upon to serve as process'and third party consultant. Her other skills

could now be used because others expected her to remain sufficiently

'neutral about this problem.

Insidedness and Outsidedness. In the jargon of interventionists, ekpecta-

tions like these determine onis "insidedness" or "outsidedness.' Insided-

ness refers to expectations that you will abide by the group's norms,
recognize your interdependence with others, and work hard to get changes

that wall benefit your individual position. By contrast, outside4ness refers

to expectations that you wi-11 remain neutral and objective at all times because

the group can make certain changes that will not directly affect you.. Either

set of expectations can apply to any member of a group



I

at certain times; you don't have to be a paid consultant to the group to

be, seen as outside a particular problem.

Insidedness or outsidedness vis a vis ehe system to be changed is

accompanied by a different perspective. Remember the Old adage about

standing so close .you can't see the forest for the, trees? That's the

perspective of the insider. Before-jumping to the conclusion that it is

a bad place to be, consider how this gives one access to information to

which no outsider is privy.. If you,really want to eliminate unproductive
ti

norms, install new norms, or otherwise change die system, some of that

information may be vital.

But insidedness has its limitations. We've already mentioned that

change takes energy. The stamina of change facilitators will be tested

many times as they initiate change ideas and expend their personal resources

to bring changes about. But unproductive norms also consume a lot of

energy. It is possible that a, system can drain people inside it to the

point that they have little left to give.

The expectations of others thus may be a double-edged sword because

being too inside or too outside can limit one's effectiveness. But the

principle embedded in all thi's is simple: be clear about what others

expect of you and honestly tell them what you'd like to do. In this way,

no matter which SidelDf the sword you stand on, you can use it for a lever.

A Base of Influence. So far we have listed three key principles for changilig

a system:: (1) change the functional subsystems in which interdependence

is highest and with which other subsystems have recognizable interdependence;

(2) change the norms of communication, meetings, problem-solving, conflict

management, goal-setting, and decision making as well as the relationships

among them; and (3) know what others expect of you and be honest about what

you want to do. Before we conclude this chapter, we'd like to offer one

3G
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more: (4) develop multiple bases of power from which to exert influence

on the system.

We predict that many people reading this monograph will begin to

mutter as they read that principle. "After all," they'll say, "I'm not

in any position to legitimately facilitate change," or, "The principal

(or boss or supervisor) is the only one around here that can change any-

thing." Before the muttering goes on too long, let us say that this view

is partly right. There is a kind of power that comes from holding a

position-in which authority is legally vested.

But the view is also partly wrong. There are according to a model

provided by French and Raven 959) at least four other bases of power.

s

First, there is reward power that is based on the control of, and ability

to distribute, reward valued by others. Even though someone else distri-
\

butes paychecks or writes recommendations, others in a group are bound

to have some resources--good ideas, a jovial manner, acomforting way--

that are valued by others. This base is at least accessible to most'people.

Second, there is coercive power, the opposite of reward power. This

power is based on, the ability to inflict punishment or withhold valued

rewards. Few people deliberately try to develop this base of power

because it sounds so cruel and inhumane; but remember that if people

appreciate what you do, they are likely to resent you or fear that you can I
v.

stop. Building reward power can have the side advantage of building

coercive power as well.

Third, and most important in otir minds, is the power that comes

from knowledge, skill; or experience. We rate this as impOrtant because

it is the easiest to develop. We hope this monograph contributes at least

in some small way to the expert power base of readers.

3 '7
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The fourth and final base of influence is called referen&power.

French and Raven define it as based onyersonal attractiveness or membership

in the primary reference group of others. Some may not want this kind

of power and others may despair of ever having it, but it is important

because it, too, can be developed withorelative ease. Dr. David Berlew

(as cited in Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell, and Derr, 1972, p. 12)

.described the components of charisma, a concept quite close to referent

power. After studying great leaders to discover what motivated groups to

follow tIem, he found three common characteristics: (1) the ability to

relate goals to values cherished by the group, (2) the ability to make

others feel stronger slid possessed of a greater sense of personal efZicacy,

and (3) the ability to impart a sense of urgency concerning the stated

goals. Convincing others--and maybe yourself--that you have this base of

power to facilitate syst! change comes from learning and teaching others

to say, "I want to do it!" "I can do it!" "Now!"

00
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This chapter describes, a number of tools and strategies used by
facilitators, of system change. We've sampled procedures, in4truments,
.and activities for facilitators who are-group members, conveners, resource
linkers, grbup process and third party consultants, and skills trainers.
Each highlights one or more group processes such as communication, goal
setting, problem solving, meetings, conflict management, and decision
making.

Chapter III '1

Strategies and Tools for Facilitating System Change

The'predicament of many teachers has often been summarized as a .

tension between long range planning and thoughts of "What will I do

Monday morning?" We presume that a similar tension exists in readers

of this monograph. tome, no doubt, prefer to read theoretical state-

ments that help them organize the tools already in their "bag of tricks."

But some undoubtedly sense the near-emptiness of their "bag" and wish-

for tools and ideas that can be tried out tomorrow. For these people,

the urge to have it all make sense will follow the urge to take action.

We emphathize with this predicament. Sometimes abstractions and strategies

are very sedUctive, but sooner or later come the hours when de sit doweto

design interventions that we will carry out.

This chapter ins for those who wish examples of almost immediately

useful ideas. It,is a collage,of questionnaires, exercises, checklists,'

procedures, and observation instruments. Each highlights one or more of .

the group processes described in the revious chapter: communications,

meetings, problem solving, conflict'management, goal setting, and decision

making. Some of 'these tools will b most useful to persona playin6

the process consultant role; other/tools go more logically into the "bags"

of skills trainers, third party consultants, conveners, or group members.

Resource linkers may want to share these tools with others.
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All of these tools and ideas have appeared in many other sources

'before. From time to time we will suggest references specific to an

idea or book but we have reserved mdst of otg comments on other sources

for the anndtatedrpource s tion at the end of this monograph.

Strategies to Improve Communication

Have'you ever seen a group where people did not talk about their.

reactions to each other? Where everyone carried a load of annoyances

and hurt feelings? Where people were not sure that they understood or

were understood? Quite clearly, groups like is have communication

problems.

In other groups, members tell others how they cofne across and learn,

what their behavior doep to others. "Gunny'sacks" never fill up because

they don't have to; information about personal feelings is shared regularly.

People discuss their differences with the assurance that they have both

the right to listen and the right to be heard.

Helping Improve Interpersonal Communication. Four in erpersonal communica-

tion skills are frequently used in groups with posiliv communication Pro-

cesses. These include paraphrasing,, behavior descrip ion, describing one's

'own feelings, and checking impressions.)

fi(1) Paraphrasing. Paraphrasing is any way of checkin with otters to be sure
:.

you understand their ideas as they intended you to. Ahy means Of reveal-

ing understanding constitutea a paraphrase. Paraphrasing is more thdn

word-swapping or putting another person's ideas into other terms. Instead

'We've adapted descrip'tions of then four skills from home originally
deVeloped by John Wallen for the Interadrsonal Communication training
system of die Improving Teaching Competencies Program in the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory.

0.
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it answers the question, "What does the other's statement mean to him or

her?" and requests the other to verify the correctness of your interpreta-°-

!

tion. The other's statement may convey something specific, an. example,

or 'a more
,

general ide to you-as in the following examples:

Other:' I'd sure like 'to own t its boold..

You: (being m re,specific): Does:it have useful information in it?

Other: I don't now about that, but tie binding is beautiful.

Other: This boo is too hard to use.

You (giving example).: Do you mean, for example, that it

fails tox ite research?

Other: Yes, that's one example. It also lacks an adequate index.

'Other: Do you have a book on pe

You: (being more generl): 'D

r.counseling?

you just want information on that

topic? I have some artic

Other: Great. Anything that I can read quickly will doJ

(2)- Behavior. Description. In a behavio

specific observable behaviors of the oth

making inferences about the other's, moti

descriptiOn, one person reports

r without evaluating them or

es, attitudes, or personality.

If-you tell me that I am rude .,,,(a trait) or that I ton't care about your

opinion (my motivations) and if.I am not trying to be rude and do care

about your opinion, I don't understand "what, you are trying to colamunicate.

If you point out that I have interrupted you several times in the last'

ten minutes, I would receive a clearer picture of what actions'of mine

were affecting you. Sometimes it's helpful to preface a behavior descri

tion with "I noticed that" or "I hear you say" to remind yourself that .4

you- are trying to describe specific actions. Consider the following examples-:

A

41
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"Jim, you've talked more than others on this topic," instead of,

"Jim, you lways have to be the center of attention."

"Bob,1I really felt good when you complimented me on my ,

Pregentation before the board," instead of,

"Bob, you,sure go- out of youriway to say nice thingb to people."

%

"Ellen, that's thee fifth: cigarette you've smdked in the past hour
,

'and the smoke is bothering my eyes," instead of,

"Ellen, you're deliberately polluting my air:"
a

(3) Describing Own Feelings: Although people often take pains to makesure

that others understand their id4as, only rarely do they describe how they

are feeling. Instead tt ey act on their feelings, sending "messages" that

others draw inferences prom. If you think that others are failing to take

your feelings into account'Ot's helpful to put those feelings into wordai.
,

Instead of blushing and saying nothing, try "I feel embarrassed," or "I

feel pleased." Instead of,'"Shut uP!" try., "I,hurt too much .to hear any more,".

The word "that" signals the description of an idea rather than a

"I'm angry with you."

,feeling. -"I feel that we should go downtown," doesn't convey as much

\

a out my internal state as, "I'M,bored..'Let!s go downtown."

One way.to describe, a feeling is to name it:- "I feel comfortable

wi h` you "; "I feel angry." SimilieSare also useful: "I feel like

I'M a mouse that has just been pouncedon," or, "I feel like Santa Claus."

A third way to describe a feeling is to report the action that the

feeling urges you to take: "I feel like hugging (or slugging) you,"

or, "I wish I could walk away."

4 c'



(4) Checking impressions: This skill complements describing your own

feelings and involves checking your sense of what is going on inside

the other person. You transform the/other's expression of feelings

,(the blush, the silence, the tone of voice) into /a tentative descri/ption

of feelings and check it out for accuracy. An impression check. (1) describes

what you think the other!s feelings may be; and (2) does not express

disapproval or approval--it merely conveys, "This is how I understand

your feelings. Am I accurate?" Examples include:

"I get the impression you are angry with me. Are 'you?"

ItAm I right that you feel disappointed that nobody commented on

your suggestion?".

Often an, impression check can be coupled easily with a behavior description,

as in these examples:

"Ellen, you've str\oked five cigatettes so far and see upSet with

the slowness of the meeting. Are you?"

"Jim, you've made that proposal a couple of times before. Are you

.feeling put down because we haven't it?"

Many people learn and practice these skills in interpersonal-

,

communication workshops of various kinds and use them spontaneously in

their interactions with others. As group members°, counselors or. school

psychologists can model these skills. Such modeling,tayor may not

be accompanied by direct explanations of the names and purposes of

the skills. Third-party consultants can proiide a valuable service

by explaining the skills and enforcing their use by the parties engaged

in conflict,

One way a skills trainer can help people learn the skills involves

five steps: First, the trainer explainS the skills and suggests a topic,

that people talk about, e.g.,' what I expect from this workshop, how

4 -5
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I think paren is and students could be involved in the school, etc.\

Second, partizipants form trios and each person,is assigned the role
\

of sender, receiver, or observer. The sender begins the conversation

and tries to describe his or her feelings or the receiver's behavior

while discussing the topic. The receiver, listens and either paraphrases

or checks his or her impressions of the, other's feelings. The observer

notes instances of communication-skill use and reports his or her

observations to the sender and receiver at the end of a specified time.

Third, roles are exchanged so that /..different trio member becomes

the sender. A new topic'may br may not be assigned by the trainer for
4

this'secorld round. FourIth in the third and final round ofthe exercise,

participants once again exchange roles. Finally, all trios may join

the trainer in a discussion of how the exercise went and how'the learning

,

maY be applied in day-to:day interactions with.eaCh other.. In this

debriefing session, the trainer should monitor and encourage use of the

skills.

1V
O

Modeling the skill of open communication, especially when the norms;. ,

. .

of the group support other, kinds of communication behavior, involves

,

taking Fisks. .Thip is especially' difficult when trust -- the belief
.

)

that others will not take unfair advantage and are motivated and

competent to help you -- is low. Openness, risk-taking,wand trust

are paradoxically.interdependent. Trust is established and maintained

by openness, and openness is risky if trust is low; but only a small

.

amount of trust can be built if only a small risk is taken.

Those who want to change communication norms have tO\take this

risk; thereis really, no other choice. It may'be easier to.do after
o



4

'practicing with a friend,1 b concentr ing on one skill at a time,

d7htor when you tell others in the group._ at you want to try modeling

thee skills because you think they are helpful.
/

Helping Groups Perform Necessary Communication Functions

Task groups wi h effective communication processes do more than exchange

interpersonal f edback. They have an'agenda for task meetings and
ir

can also exchang information pn procedures to tse as they work together.
Y .

1 i

The following ob ervation too can b use

!?.

members perform he task and 'group inte nce functions re uired in

an effective gro p discussion. To se it,
2
simply place a t lly each

check how often groUp

time a person performs one of the/functions.

Task' Functions

Task Maintenance-Functions

1. Initiating: Proposing tasks, or goals, defining a group problem,

suggesting a procedure for solving a problem, suggesting other

ideas for consideration:

2. Information or opinion-seeking: Requesting facts on the problem,

seeking relevant information, asking for suggestions and ideas.

3. Inforliaation oropinion-giving: Offering facts; providing relevant

information, stating a belief, giving suggestions or ideas.

4. Clarifying or elaborating: Interpreting or reflecting ideas or

.suggestions, clearing up confusion, indicating alternatives and

issues before the group, giving examples.

5. Summarizing: Pulling related ideas together, restating suggestions

1
For many exercises that can bb used with a partner or in a small,

group to improve interpersonal communication skills, see Pfeiffer and
Jones

2
(annual handbooks) or Johnson (1972).
This observation schedule appears n Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen,

Martell and Derr (1972, pp. 287-288). They adapted it from categories
of task and maintenance functions in groups first distinguished by
Ken Benne and Paul Sheets (1948).

'- ,4
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-after'thecgroup has discussed them.

6. Consensus-testing: Sending up "trial balloons" to see if the group

is nearing conclusion, or agreement has been reached.

Maintenance Functions

J. Encouraging: Being friendly, warm, and responsive to oth

accepting others and their contributions; listening; showing

regard for others by giving them opportunity or recognition.

2. Expressing group feelings: Sensing feeling', mood, relationships

within the group; sharing one's own feelings with other members.

3. Harmonizing: Attempting to reconcile disagreements, reducing

tension through ';pouring 'oil on troubled waters," getting people

to explore their differences.

4. Compromising: Offering to conipromise one's own position, ideas,

Or status; admitting error; disciplining oneself to help maintain

the group.

5. Gate-keeping:. Seein that others have a chariCe to speak; keeping\

the discussion a group discussion rather than a one-, two-, or

three-way converdation. \

6. Setting standards: Expressing standards that-will h 1p group to

achieve, applying standards in evaluating group functioning and

production.

This observation schedule might be used by a convener during a

meeting. Although it would be a.full-time job to think about all the

categories simultaneously throughout the meeting, the convener-could

Iwork from one task category and one maintenance category for each

agenda item. The convener4inight make ''a' spe4ial effort to perform the

specific functions.he or she is attending to or might encourage

46
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participation o hose group members who typically perform these'

M t

functions well in group meetings.,

Observations such as the e could be summarized and reported back

to thefgroup by a process co sultant to start a discussion of how the

group perceives the nature and intensity of its communication problems.

e

It would also 6p possible to use this list of functions as the basis

for an exercise in which each person in the group would write down

the names of persons who consistently and effectively perform each

function. Individual nominations could then be tallied on a large

chart and the grpup could discuss how task and group maintenance

functions were dispersed among the membership. It would be impiirtant

i

here for the process consultant to explain that everyone in the group
L

--not just formally designated leaders -- can and often does take

responsibility for performing these functions.

If the pro ess consultant is worried that posting the names of

individuals on tIlIchart will cause to much discomfOrt for some group.

members,..1.1e or she might ally the observations at another time and

. record the nominations' for Peison #1, Person #2, etc. While the feedbAck

should be presented'in such a way as to capture the interest of group

membert, efforts to insure anonymity of nominators and nominees may

prevent raising unnecessary anxiety that could prevent exploration of

the issues.

Helping, Groups Meet Identity Needs. These issues evidence the Selves as

group members, try to answer questions like: "What's my role in this'group?"1

"Who's in and who's out?" "Should I be assertive,or quiet?" Questions

such as these are often particularly common in groups that,are newly formed,

`have new members, are large, or meet infrequently.

4
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Conveners or process consultants can help group members clearly

understand what they expect of each other. For example, if a new

member has been asked to join the group to represent the perspective

of a particular constituency, that expectation ought to be clear.

Or, if th4 faculty has created an ad-hoc task.force to. accomplish a

given task by a given date, the nature and timelines ofthe task

ought to be specified.

Process consultants or trainers can also recommend ''warm-up"

exercises in which people get acquainted with the roles each wants to

play. We've frequently used some version of the "Who am I" exercise

(see Johnson, 1972 for details of several versions). In one version,

each person writes five or ten answers to the question, pins them on

his or her chest, and mills around to read others' answers. In another

version, people answer the question with phrases and pictures on a

large piece of newsprint, posting their 'murals on the wall for all

to study. Many other exercises in Johnson (1972) and in Simon, et.al.'

(1972) are also useful as warm-ups.

Helping Groups Resolve Control Issues. All people have some need to feel

influentiarand powerful, and the way this need manifests itself in a

group may take many different forms. We have attended numerous 'faculty`

meetings, for example, in which competitive remarks, passivity, or mean-
-

ingless arguments suggested tors that issues of who will control or defer

to whom were salient. Wise conveners and process consultants recognize

that it's more efficient in the long run to get the control issues out

from under the table and to make them legitimate topics of discussion.

Control issues often surface and can be dealt with as the agenda

for the meeting is established. If the convener prepares the agenda fn

advance without having others partiCipate, this opportunity is lost.

4G
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The fallowing 13ocedure,1 by contrast, assures that all participate

in agenda building and have the chance to explore how they can and will

influence the rest of the meeting. The procedlife has four steps that a

process consultant, convener, or group member can introduce.

1. The convener,asks everyone to brainstorm
2
possible items for

the agenda. These are recorded on newsprint or a blackboard so all

can see.

2. Items are discussed until everyone is clear about which are in-

formation items, which will involve making agreements or 'decisions,

and which call for sharing or disCussion.

3% The convener asks for suggested sequenceS, making sure that

priorities are discussed. NumBers to indicate the agreed upon

sequence and names of persons presenting each item are recorded.

4. All members debrief the agenda-building experience by describing

(a) their own feelings about the prdcedures, particularly their

feelings about low or high influence over the agenda; (b) how

othersbehaved to influence the agenda; or (c) theit perceptions

of how influential others felt.

Control issues can also be dealt with during the meeting. Group

members or process consultants can listen carefully for proposals

(suggestions of what to do or not to do) and note what happens to them,

The following possibilities3 exist:

Adapted from Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell, and Derr, 1972,
p. 190.

2
Brainstorming, as we use it here, simply means'neming ideas as

rapidly as possible without evaluating them. No one says, "That's not
a good idea," or, "I really want to talk aboutthat," during the brain-
storming time.

3
These categories were originally shared with us by Fred Fosmire

of the Psychology Department at the University of Oregon. He has used
them in extensive work as a consultant for many business, industrial,
and educational organizations.
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The Plop: No one responds to.the proposal in any way,

lf-Authorization: The proposer implements the decision

/ z .

without explicit agreement from anyone.

Handshaking: One other person supports the proposal.

The Veto: One other person negates the proposal. Often support or

criticism of the proposer accompanies the handshake or veto.

Majority Rules: More than half (ortsome othet pre-established

proportion) explicitly agree to implement the proposal. The

intentions of the minority are not clear.

Consensus: Everyone evidences understanding of the proposal,

'describes his or her feelings and opinions, and either (a) supports

the proposal because he or she thinks it definitely will work,

or (b) says publicly that he or she will give the proposal ah

experimental try even though he or she has doubts or would have

preferred an alternative.

Unanimity: All group members explicitly approve the proposal.

We've observed that many groups strivelor unanimity on every

issue an0 are disappointed, when it cannot be reached. As process

consultants we have found it useful to explain that unanimity assumes

a fixed solution, as when a jury must make a unanimous decision that

the defendant is either innocent or guilty. Unanimity is thus very

hard to achieve for many kinds of issues and requires much "people-

shaping" to change the attitudes of those in the minority. Consensual

decision making, on the other hand, is-best seen as "solution-shaping."
1

1
The "people-shaping" and "solution-shaping" distinction was first

explained to us by Matt Miles, one of the reviewers of this monograph.
He has found it an effective way to help people understand what consensus
is like.

50
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'Group members who object to the proposal can be asked how the solution

would have to be changed to'meet their needs and no one expends energy

trying to shape or change the need's, attitudes, or. values of objections.

Since consensual decision making is frequently the least typical

mode of decision making in educational groups, a skills trainer might.

--7

want to suggest exercises through which groups can practice1 consensual

decision making and become awafe of its benefits, for decision quality

and acceptbility.

Same exercises that can be used for this purpose are ,,described in

Schmuck, Rui101,taturen, Martell, and Derr,, (1972, pp. 273 -280) and
Y

also in a later section of this chapter.

Helping Groups Reconcile Individual Needs and Group Goals. According

to Schein (1969), member needs must be exposed and shared to some degree

before it is pogsible-to set up valid group goals. Therefore, every

meeting should include some activities in which members get a chance

to express what they want to get out of belonging to the group. The

agenda building procedure described in the previous section cpt accomplish

this, as can a procedure called process debriefing. Process debriefing

usually occurs at the end of the meeting or at the end of each.agenda

item if theie are particularly long. Each member shares his or-her im-

presGions of how he group is working together and can state if the

processes being used are meeting his or her needs.

Examples of possible statements during a process de riefing session

include:

1. "I've noticed that three or four people have been doing most

of the talking. I haven't participated as much as I want to

and feel ignored whenever I start to speak."
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2. "I'm halppy that we've stayed right on the topic., I wanted more

than arfytiing to get on to item five, and it looks like we'll

"Jim, eally liked it when you encouraged Bill to tell you

what a 'bought about your behavior. I want us all to be
,-

candi aild receptive with each other."

A poss4ble variation to debriefing is to have each member write

.1

down beforeitt e meeting starts how he or she wants to feel at the end

of the meeting. Then each takes a few minuted at the end of the meeting

to share his or her present feelings and to describe how they compare

. to the initial,wants. Debriefing proceeds as the group makes agree7

ments about how tie next meeting should go so that more people can

have more of their wants met.

However, process debriefing may break group moms or taboos against

, I

being open, discussing feelings and behavior; and suggesting that the

agenda include time for this may.nolalways be easy to do, especially

,) by group members. One "trick" we've seen group members use to alter

the taboo is to first make the suggestion for debriefing when they

think someone' else in the group is feeling bad and would like an

audience. For example, a group member might say, "I've observed that

several people in our group have been interrupted a lot in the meeting.

If I had been in their shoes, I'd like'to talk about how I felt put-down.

I felt pretty good about the way my ideas were received today and would

liktus to offer help to those who didn't. I'd like to learn what I

could do to help our meetings so everyone feels OK when they are over."

The basic rationale behind this strategy is that asking for "air-time"

to offer help is often more successful than asking for "air-time" to

describe one's own grievances or to ask for help. It may take repeated

rr
,
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offers, but othets m -eventuall come to value the offerer's learning

goals enough to pertiCip te\in d4riefing.

Helping, ups Stimulate Acceptance and Intimacy. Every group develops

norms that support a certain range of accepting and intimate behaviors.

In some, groups where informality reigns, people, call each other by their

first names, personal exchanges are deskrable, and procedures are not

written down. In other groups, people ;are extremely polite with each

othe and written procedural models gu de what is said and done.

There certainly is no level of acceptance and intimacy that is

"b t" for all groups at all times; gr

\\ sti ulat1on to meet member needs ldr, terpersohal closeness. 'Conveners_

and process consultants can be. aware f this issue and help the group -re -.

co izeihat'it's legitimate to ao pr blew solving about these not*.

ups may need more or less.

1
A questionnare to elicit information about how members perceive

youp norms of interpersonal suppo

marls/ on each* line, an II

and a "V" to indicate how th

Group members evaluate
or judge each otherls /. / / each other's behavior
behavior

follows. Each member makes two

indicate what,group members typically do,

y'd like group members to behave.

Group members describe

Group members attempt to
control or change each /

other

Group members use
"strategies" and
preplanned techniques
on each other

JJ

/ / /

Group members collaborate
in solving problems of
mutual concern

Group members are
/ / / spontaneous, straight

forward, and honest
with each other

1
Items on this questionnaire come from categories of defensive

and supportive climates that were first described in Jack Gibb (1961).,

L..
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Group members seem
neutral, detached.
toward each, othelq

Group members make
statements about their / /

e superiority to others t,

Group members express
certainty and .

dogmatism, defend
,their ideas as "truths" '

/ / /

Group members convey
empathy and, respect
for each othiit..

a.

Group members attach little
importance to differences in

' ability, worth, status, or
the like

Group members communicate
provisionalism, a willingness
to experiment or remain
open to new ideas'-4 '

Individual ratings can be tallied, and differences between the

earls of "X's" and. "V's" can be compared to start the discussion.

/

Group members slAoull/be 4ncouragea to use the communication sk;Als during

the discussion. It might help to have them write examp

or their own feelin s to help explain their rating;;

rate

es of behaviors

ies- for Im rovin Problem Solving

People who wotild/ change a system must solve many kinds of problems.

There are at least two different sets: (1) 'problems of how individuals

may contribute to changing the system, dnd (2) probleMS that the system

has to solve in order to accomplish its mission and to maintain itself

as a system. Since most of this monograph examines way'S to solve the

first set
1

of probl , let usconcentrate here on the nature of System

problem solvin . Some-of the tools presorted may; of course, also.be

used by individ als as they consider how to helpothers.

As is true of the number of educational problems that need to be -,

solved, there are many approaches to problem solVing. Some include a

linear sequence of phases such as the following: identify the problem or assess

needs, (2) agree upon objectives, (3) search for alternatives, (4) choose

a means to reach the objectives., (5

6
ijnplement the chosen plan, and (6)

4



evaluate what happens. Other approaches emphasize, the "closed loop'

nature of problem solving with which a group may start at any step

and recycle as needed,. Some problem-solving technologies are designed

to answer the question, "What is the best way to reach our.goal?"

Other technologies are mire often used to find answers about "How and. why

are things happening as they ar ' or "What shall we do given that

different parties need limited resources to move toward different

ul
goals?

An extremely simple and very powerful model 2
that we like to use

distinguishes three kinds of information and three kinds of problem

with which groups deal. The three kinds of information-are:'

1. Situational Information: that which describes the current

situation or condition.

4

2. Target Information: that which describes a preferred state

of affairs.

3. Proposa/i. Information: that which describes ways to move from

the current situation to one or more targets.

A "problem" ei.sts anytime there is a discrepancy 1etween a situation

and a target. A problem is identified anytime people say, "The way

things are is not the way we want them to be."

It's possible to start with any of the three kinds of information

and elicit the other two:. For example, if Jomeone says, "Letlschange

the class schedule from a six-period day-"to an eight-period day,'

1 ,

We are indebted to Charles Jung, former director of the Lnproving \

Teaching Competencies Program of the Northwest Regional Educati nal
Laboratory and a reviewer of this monograph for suggesting the uestions
that illustrate differences among (1) technical or systems probl m
solving, (2) theoretical"or action research problem solving, and (3)
values-based conflict and negotiative problem solving.

2.
This model was first taught to us by Fred Fosmire of the Psychology

Department of the University of Oregon.
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(a propo6a1), information about the situation and target can be elicited

by asking, (1) "What about the six-period day makes it unacceptable?; and,

(2) "What are the desirable features of an eight-period day?" Or for

another example, if someone says, "Too many students come inrP6r4

'counseling in the morning and too few.come in the-afternoon," a paraphrase

like, "Would your goal be to even out the load on counselors during the
,

day?" can elicit ,a target statement. Once the situation and target

were clear, it would be possible to brainstorm ways to remedy the

situation.

According to this model, the three kinds of problems-with which

grOupth deal are task problems, methods problems, and process problems.

Task problems concern a gap between\the goals and output of an organization.

Examples mightinclude the lack of a career education program in the

school, the lack of procedure6 for identifying students who want to

receive cou seling, or tht lack ofclosetworking relationships between

the school p ychologist and some teachers. A task -problem can have

any content; and is usually recognize only by the fact that it is on

the agenda. Methods problems, by contrast, do not get on the a

but arise only as teak problems are wo d on. Methods problems might

include the lack of an agreed-upon time to end a meet ing, the lack

of agreements about whether a vote will be banding,.or the lack of

clarity about what the recorder will write down for the minutes.

Process problems arise as members.use their metho s to work on their

task. They include all kinds of interpersonal iss es such as the lack

of nces to speak, a lack of trust among people, or the lack of warmth

and intimacy someone wants.
\

I

This model can be used in a number of ways. A group member or
N

,convener might keep track of the frequency and duration of task, methods,
I
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and process discussions during a 'tneetfng. Since groups that do dot or

discuss methods and process issues with some frequency often bog dOwn

in discussing task issues, the member or convener.may wan to'ask questions

like; "How are we going.to decide?" "When will we have ti e to discuss

this further?" "How does. that agreement make you feel?", everyone

satisfied that his of her views have been heard?" Questions like these

can make the group conscious of the need for All_three kinds of-problem

solving

A process consultant ;night stimulate p oblem solving about the

me ods uses in a part cular meeting with questions like these:

1. Elicitin Situational Information: How do people feel about the

way this ieeting went? What are the' consequences of a

Meeting that goes like this one?
. SK

2. Elicitin-A Target Statements: How would you like to have meetings

go ?. What should the group do differently next time?

3. Facilitating Proposal Brainstorming: What steps c n the group

take to make the next meeting more productive and s tisfying?

Who will do what?

A person in a resource-linker role pays special attention to

/)
proposals. By way of example, imagine a counselor who is helping a

teaching team discuss the lack of mutual support between older and

\younger students. The counselor might propose a program of peer-tutoring

such as that designed by Lippitt, et al,(1971). If the team already knows of

enough options and just can't decide which to use, the counselor might
s._

propose that the decision be made by consensus since everyone. will elp

' 1
Research by Maier (1970) provides very convincing evidence that

groups that ignore problem solving about procedures and interpersonal
issues hatie trouble solving task problems as well. He has also pinpointed
ways that conveners can stimulae effective picoblem solving.
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to implement whichever program is chosen.. Finally, if debriefingseems

to fodus manequal participation, the counselor might propose that one of

the "low-talkers" serve as convener next time. The possibilities are

endless,
1

and the'resOurce linker's imagination for creative proposals or

ability to encourage others to sha're their proposal ideas is basic.

Strategies to Improve Conflict Management

Like death, taxes, and rain in Oregon, conflict in groups and

organizations is inevitable. The inevitability and normality of

conflict make it a vital topic for those who would facilitate system

change.

Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell, and Derr (1972) describe its

pervasiveness well.

"It occurs within.persons when -0ey feel ambivalen't

or confused about a course of action or w en their

expectations are unfulfilled. It occurs between persons

when their goals are frustrated by .the other, when

they are competing to try to win some reward at the other's

expense, when they misunderstand or disagree

with another's expectations of their conduct, or'when

they approach a problem from a different point of view.

It occurs between working groups in the organization

for many of these same .reasons. It oCcurs . between

organizations when they compete for scarce resources

or when, in the case of revolutionary movements, the

legitimacy itself of some organization is-challenged ",

(p. 136).

1
A wonderful collection of the endless possibilities can be found

in Koberg and Aagnall ,(1972).
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Furthermore, conflict in work groups in virtually unavoidable;. .

it arises out'of the interdependence that distinguishes groupsOr,

organizations from mere
a

collections of individuals. Since individuals,

)
in systems can perform their jobs well only if otheps do likewise,

the chances of _failure are increased as much as are the chances of success:

Finally, we think it is important to sa4 the conflict is not bad.

A basic premise behind working with conflict is that it can. be healthy."

It creates the stress that makes groups produce more and .change. Only

the most stagnant, bureaucratic, and dull organizati n imaginable

would be without it.

Deciding When to Help. Certainly if conflict is pervasive and if some

of it can or must remain, a primary decisidn of the process or third-party- '' ,:..:..,

consulta e'is when to intervene.- We recommend three guidelines. First,,

it is easier o work with conflicts when all parties to the disagree-

ment can and wi\ 1 assemble. There is little point in trying to manage

disagreements beween people who are too angry to speak to each other.

Ultimately they must re0olve their differences through a conapromise .or

trade-off unless one or the other party is willing to exitpermanently.-- ,

We have no suggestions here for dealing with students who want to ,stay

outside and riot or with negotiators who won't come to the bargaining table.:

second, be sure that the conflict is serious and deStructive

rather than one which creates healthy tension. it is quite easy to ask

the following questions:
1

1. Which of the following best describes the seriousness

'Adapted from Shmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell, and Derr (1972),
p. 156.



the dispute?

not'at all serious

not serious

average-

serious

very serious,

.0

Which of the following best describes consequences of the°dispute?

makes me (us) work Much better

offers encouraging. competition

doesn't affect me (us)

1.7 keeping me (us) from being as effective as I (we)

could be

is destroying our working relationships

Third,. when given the choiCe of two conflicts that are similar

on die first two guidelins,work first on the one in which the parties

are most interdependent. It would be'more important, for example, to

help two teachers who had to tear -teach a.class than to spend time with

two teachers who shared few responsibilities.

Because interdependence exists in the perceptibns and expectations

of,people, ascertaining interdependence is not as simple as checking

where the lines aeon An organizational chart. Answers to the-following

questions can help define critical interdependence:

1. Upon Whom do you depend most to do your job well?

2. If you want to achieve a personal goal, whom do you ask

to work with you?

3. Were lightning to strike all but two people in the group

besides yourself, which two others is it most important to spare?

GO



After all members of a group give their responses to one or more of these

questions, a diagram connecting those who nominate each other can depict

interactions where interdependence is highest.

Even more data can be obtained from a pair of items such as the following:

(1) name three people upon whom you depend most to do your job; and (1 for each

person you listed, name three people upon whom they depend most to do

their job well. Again, sociometric-style diagrams can display the

varying intensity of intetdependence.1

Consulting as a Third Party. In a short and excellent book, Walton (196?)

has described an approach to weat he calls "interpersonal peacemaking."

His methods are particularly aimed at helping people resolve confliCts

over Ways and means when differences in self-interest are not paramount.

As wesaid earlier 'Conflicts that stem from differences in self-interest

require negotiation rather than collaborative peacemaking. While it is not

possible here to give the topic of peacemaking all the attention it

undoubtedly deserves, a quick summary of some key points may give the

reader a rough idea oi'the principles Walton recommends.

First, the third party consultant tries to equalize the motivation

of both parties to reduce the conflict. The more highly motivated

person can be encouraged to slow-down just as the person with low

expectations about outcomes can be encouraged to hope for more.

Second, the consultnt tries to'equalize the situational power

of both parties. Allies for the person with less power can be sought,

and a rule about taking turns can help the person with less verbal

ability. Even the seating arrangement or place in which the confrontation

1
For a general discussion of ways to help people deal with conflict,

especially in classrooms where interdependencies are sometimes very
high, see Gordon (1974).

6
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occurs can be chosen to equalize power.

Third, the consultant can help both parties achieve a similar

definition of the situation. Through preliminary interviews, the third

party can ascertain whether one person's desire to confront is reciprocated

by the other's receptivity.

Fourth, Walton maintains that the potential for resolving a conflict--

achieving integration, in his terms -- is no greater than the adequacy

with which the parties have defined the differences between them. In other

words, an effective intervention requires a stage in which the two parties

are encouraged to explain their positions before a stage in which they

generate proposals to deal with their differences.

Fifth, the third party should provide a source of emotional support

to those engaged in conflict. It may be necessary to work with others

in the group .to which the parties belong to encourage norms in support

of dealing with conflict.

Sixth, the most important task of the third party consultant is

to incrgase the accuracy of communication between the parties in

conflict. Walton suggests 'translating or restating the messages

until the sender and receiver agree on the meaning; procedural devices

which require one to demonstrate that he understands what the other

has said; and contributing to the development of a common language

with respect to substantive issues, emotional issues, and the dialogue

process itself" (1969, p. 147).

Finally, the third party can try to increase or decrease the'sense

or urgency so that an optimum level of tension exists. This can in part

be accomplished by encouraging both parties to meet now or by recommending

that the confrontation be delayed for a specified time.
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The following five-step procedure
1

gives an example of how a

third-party consultant can hPtp_ two people who want to improve the

way they work together.

Step 1.. Each person makes up three lists:

a) Positive feedback list: things t person values

in the way the two people have worked ogether.

b) "Bug" list: things the person ha t liked or

can't abide.

c) Empathy list: .a predictiOn of what the other has on

his or her positive feedbackpd "bug" lists.

Step 2. Each presents his or her positive feedback and "bug"

lists to the, other; then they. share their empathy lists.

During this period, the third party discourageskany talk

not directedspecifically toward gaining an understanding

of the other's point of view.

Step 3. Each then offers any information which may clarify

matters. Again, general discussion is barred.

Step 4. The parties now negotiate around changes they want°

They consent to planned changes and then decide how they

will work together to bring them about. The third party

lists the agreed-upon actions to be taken. He or she

also lists those issues still unresolved. The pair then

decides how these will be dealt with, or perhaps agrees

that they will be left unresolved for the time being.

1
This procedure is adapted from one explained in Fordyce and Weil

(1971, pp. 114-116)..
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Step 5. The third party and the pair plan followup measures.

Fordyce and Weil offer the following "operating hints" for

the procedures:

"Not for the routine issues that come along daily. The method is

designed for major overhauls.

Both parties must somehow arrive at the meeting in a disposition

of good faith, an& both must repose confidence in the Third Party.

A Third Party is perhaps even more important than in a team-building

meeting where the larger groups provide a moderating influence.

Sometimes it is good to enlarge the meeting by including others who

know the principals and who can offer valuable insight. This

should be done only if both principals agree.

It is important to check the hearing mechanism of the two parties.

A way to do this is periodically to ask one person what he thinks

the other has just said.

The structure and discipline of the meeting can be shaped to the

problems and the principals' skill in handling them.

Chart pads can be helpful, even for a twosome. Role reversal

can be extremely effective in fostering empathy.

Remember that many interpersonal problems are created or relieved

simply by new organizational arrangements and job definitions.

Follow-through is important. A followup meeting may be scheduled,
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or the Third Party may later touch b.ase withthe parties individually,

and bring them together again if necessary" pp. 115-116).

Strategies for Improving Goal- Setting.

We have already made reference to some tools that can be used to
A

define organizational goals. genda setting procedures listed earlier

in this chapter can be used to set short-term goals \just as questions out-

lined in the section on "Strategies for Improving Problem Solving" can

elicit information about targets.

We include yet another reference to this process because goal

/
setting is closely related to measuring a group or organization's

effectiveness and because a basic way to compare two systems is in

reference to each systdm's record in goal achievement. It would, of

course, be ridiculous tq compare the effectiveness of organizations
1

-with extremely different goels. People don't care about the ability

of teachers to make flyswatters any more than they care about the

track record of the Ace Flyswatter Company in helping students learn

to compute.

,Although it can be extremely difficult, it can be worth attempting

to compare the effectiveness of systems with similar goals. Many

school patrons are interested in the quality of eddcation provided

by different schools just as many car buyers examine the qqality of

output from various motor companies as they shop.
..,

/

Goal setting is an important process within ah organization }Because

the process is basic to problem solving and change, and it often figures

prominently in interpersonal communication and conflict. Within an

organization, we are most interested in two features of goals: (1) the

degree to which they are clear, and (2) the gree to which they are

shared. These features are related in that it hard for peopl o be
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clear about goals they don't share; and-it is hard to share goals when

clarity is missing.

Procedures; techniques, formulae, and even elaborate systems for

goal setting have proliferated in recent years. Pressures for

accountability that spawned "management by objectives" also led to

the creation of planning -programming-budgeting systems in education.

Most states 'now babe mandated that schools install some system to

report how tax"dellars are spent and what those tax dollars buy.

All such systems, of whichever type, require use of the .goal setting

process.

Clarifying Goals. Educational goals are notoriously unclear.
a.

How often, for example, have we heard that a school district intends_

to "prepare students to live in a democracy"? Severayactors may

account for this. First, goals ma.), not be stated frequently enough.

A picture of where people are headed can change each step of the way

as plans' are implemented and new problems arise.

Second any Individual statement of a goal should always be assumed

to be tentative and incomplete. MUltiple expressions of goals, sampled

at different times, are tore reliable.

Third, many educational goals -- like the goals of all people-

changing systems -- seem to be inherently unclear. Recognition of

this uis; an help people conserve their energy to get clarity and

agreeme where it is possible and important. For example, a group that

focuses on "What should a counselor do with this kind of referral?"

can lead to specific goal statements.

Clarity, however, can't be obtained until goals are stated. One

technique that can be used to elicit goal statements is, "Ten Years
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From Now,
"1

a procedure which fantasizes the future. Group members can

describe what life Is like ten years from now either by writing their

ideas on paper or drawing a mural with colored chalk on newsprint. The

descriptions can illustrate such things as (1) what I doN,every day, (2)

what my responsibilities are, or (3) 1,tat outputs of our group I am

most proud off. As all'members f the group report their fantasies, others

are' encouraged to paraphrase

Agreeing Upon Goals. All members of a group can be extremely clear about

goals that hey want -to achieve and still have problems working together

to reach them. Movement toward one goal may actually inhibit movement

toward another'or differences in priorities can cause poorly coordinated

action.

A procedure developed by Helmer-(1966) aanhelp even extremely

large groups to agree upon top priority goals. The procedure includes five

phases.

Phase I: All participants write goals they think are appropriate

for the group. These are combined and tabulated by the

consultant into a single list of ten or so that

art most frequently mentioned.

Phase II: All participants' prioritize the goals, writing a "1"

beside the one they think is most important, a "2"

beside the goal that.is next most important, and so

on. The consultanttabulates tings of individual

4
and presents a report of th,pfindings.

Phase participants again irioritize the goal statements.

Thase who deviate from the majority are asked to state

This procedure is a modification of one called "Projection into
1982" from Schmuck, Runkel, Sjturen, Martell, and Derr, (1972, p. 113).
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their reasons. The consultant tabulates the ratings

. /

again and includes statements of reasons in a report.

Phase IV: 411 participants prioritize the goals one more time

/and the final report is prepared.

Phase V: If a high.degreeof agreement has'not yet been achieved,

/ participants may agree to debate, to divide into subgroups

that pursue different goals, or to try another solution

they propose.

Strategies to Improve Decision Making

It may seem strange to some that we isolate the process of decision

making in a separate section. It is, of course, inextricably, intertwined

with communication, problem solving, meetings" goal-setting, and conflict

management. We have done so primarily for two reasons. First* decision

making is a very salient issue to many people. They may not know or

care much about optional wys to setygoals, but they are likely to

complain loudly about decisions they don't like or in which they had I,

no chance to participate.

Second, We isolate decision making because it is often done sloppily,

unconsciously, or without the involvement of people who want and need

to participate. Clearly our biases and values'enter in here to a great

extent, and we make no apologies for that. The tools we describe in

the following sections have helped many groups make higher quality

decisions that were acceptable to more people; we think that's'a valuable

target.

Determining Participation. The/literature*of social-psychological theory
/

and research on decision-mhking is extensive.) People have

1See, for example, March (1965), and Dubin (1974).
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studied those who make decisions, how4decisions are made, and how

others are affected when' cisions are made for them.,

Many recent writers have advocated participative marrgement. styles

that allow all members to 'influence decisions that are to be carried

out by the group. They, have found that participation increases the

satisfaction of workers and reduces the likelihood of sabotage. They

have also establidhed that the "bOss" who allows subordinates to make

decisi&r' does not lose influence; it is possible for some group/ members

to become more inluential without, other members beComing less so.

We have'often used a questionnaire
1
to determine perceptions of and

preferences for influence patterns in groups. The questionnaire poses

two lyinds of questions:

fit

ti

.In general; how much actual influence do you think each of

the following groups or persons has now in determining what-

innovations are at your school?

4c1\

2. ,How much in luence o you think those groups or persons

ought to h.ve in determining innovations \attempted in your

school? .,...vt

Each question is f llowed by a list of persons and groups inc uding
0

the school board,/the principal, you as an individual, a small group

of teaahers, parents, students, the PTA, etc. For each person or

group, the respondent checks, "no influence," "a little," "some,"

l'tOnsiderablp," or, "a great deal.'4.-

(*course it is possible to change the questions to elicitinformation

about influence over curriculum policy, codes for student behav or,

1The complete questionnaire appears in Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen,.
Martelli, and Derr, (1972: pp. 261-263).
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teacher's salaries, and the like. It's also pOssiBle to revise the

list of persons and grOups to list positions that people in and around

the school actually occupy..

To use a questionnaire like this one reqUires a four-step procedure.

\ First, the helper (convener or process consultant,.usually) creates

.a 'sample instrument and determin0 who will be interested in discussing

the finding and who should be asked. to respond.

Second, t heher administers the questionnaire, perhaps by a

"mail-back" pro edOre or during a meeting. Procedures for collecting

the data are uSually'determined by the number of people who will

respond, but should always be designed to protect the anonymity of

individual respondents.

Third; the helper summarizes. the data tp show the numbers o

respondents who attributed or wanted various aTou ts of influenc. for

I

various persons sand g oups. Statistical analyses f significant

differences may or ma not be used.

.Fourth, the kieJ.Per presentsa, ry ofd the ings to .the grOUp

and leads a discu siOn of how the findings dpi fer the ideal

. _

situation, steps the! group could take tOsolve probl ms Suggested by

the findings, etc.

i
1

Teaching Alternate Modes. We 'have ound that many groups are dissatisfied

with, tle way decisions are made. ey may\complain that too many decisionS

are made by one person or a minorit and that majority-votes also fail to

utilize everyone's resources.

We have also found that few groups'know how to use any other

method; they want to use procedures that guarantee that everyone can make

his /her thoughts and feelings known, but don't know how. Skills training
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that helps A group learn to make consensual decisions is most effecti e

when everyone in the group is motivated to find a new decision-making

mode.

Training exerci es
I

do not focus on real-life content; *choices in

an exercise are simulated so the group can focus on processes used to

make the decision without concerns over long-terM effects. Training

episodes, beCause they are artificial, must be, followed by distussi ns

of how learnings can be/transferred to the real world. ,
1 ,, .

,

Whether the school psychologist or counselor,chcloses to offer

skills training depends greatly upon'the Willingness of others to learn
A

new ways. - In most c4rcumstances, we recomm44 against trying. to train ,

.

\__.

others in one own goup, particularly if the Counselor or school

psychologist who wants the group tq have trainin should feel this way.

If his or her own role in dell n making, has been unsatisfactory, it is

easier to let someone else\M age the draining sessions so he or she can

be involved as one of the tr inees. Also, the simulated content of exercises

is more easily introduced by a person who'has less affiliation with the

real decisions of the group. 11, n short, while your system may require

o

training to "adapt new modes Of decision-making, we recommend that you

give serous s consideration tO he person who should do this.
_... 1

Clarifying Decision-Making.,A14 have repeatedly 'recommended survey-feedback
techniques in this chapter be cruse we think they are, effective and
efficient means for ficilitat ng system change. In this section we
describe another survey-feedb ck tool that clarifies how different
people are 6 be involved in arious deciions. As with other
tools, we expect the reader to substitute ords freely when something
else seems more appropriate.

...

1
The exercises we use would take too much space to reproduce in this

monograph, so we refer the reader to Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell
and Derr (1972, pp: 270- 280);, the Improving Teaching Competencies Program
Preparing Educational Tratning Consultants (PETC) I training system;
and Pfeiffer and Jones,for examples.

7:1
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1
This sample instrument is a Matrix t at lists ppsitions in the school

%n\ across the.top and clusters. of decisions do the side.

School Psychologist

Administrators
and

Counselors

Deteraining
Curriculum

Ordering.
Supplies ,

Scheduling
Students' . ,

Evaluating
Teachers

,

\

Individuals put one of the following letters in each cell to indicate

the kind of influence appropriately exerted by each occupant :of a position

upon each kind of decision.

I = Must be informed of the decision

C = Must be consulted and allow

P = Must paricipate, has a vot

IV = Has veto power, must agree

A =.,Has sole authority to make the decisio'h

d to influence'

Individual respons are then compiled and discussed; and goal-etting.

problem-solving, conflict manageme t irocedures are used as needed.

Summa y

Chapter III has offered suggestions and strategies for improving

communication including paraphrasing, behavior reporting, and describing

feelings. Ways are explo'ed in which meetings of all kinds can be strength-
,

ened to meet group needs. When group members hold divergent views, 'the

1
This matrix 'is adapted from one by Wallen (1972).
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"convener has a variety of alternatives through which group goals can be

clarified, such as agenda building, brainstorming, and reaching conse sus.

Strategies for improving problem solving "are presented, and
\

numerous-

examples from the literature are included. The use of a thld paty

to act not only as a consultant but also as a "peacemaker" between conflicting

parties is examined through spe ific intervention steps. Exercises and

.questionnsires to expedite grou goal-setting and power structure are

includ
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This chapter describes'a number of , "rules of thumb" and'presents an
even larger number of things to. think about. In many cases we have
described choice- points where alternative strategies havedifferent and
possibly, preferable consequences. The guidelines are arr ged to illu-
strate four interdependent sets of behavior that every cha ; ge facilitator
must exhibit: (1) building and maintainAng a relationship with the
system, (2) knowing everything relevant-about the system and changes that
are brought about, .(3) tailoring interventions to fit the system that is
to be changed, and (4) growing and Changing as the system does. The
chapter ends with a case study.. of what one person did to facilitate
system change in his elementary school.

Chapter IV

Guidelines for Facilitating Change .

More than with the other chapters, we debated about,the-title of

this one. SLrice "Advice" sounded too presumptuous, and "Issues" too

forbidding, we Settled on "Guidelines" as the most inclusive and humble

rubric. But some of the ideas in the chapter are intended as advice.

"For instance, from our own experience and, reading what others have found,

we don't hesitate a minute to say, 'Don't do it alone if you can

get a partner." Other ideas such "Don't ldt your pe sonal preferences'

fdr certain, facilitator functions get'in the ways' are not advice so much

as they are thing§ t\think about. hope both kinds 1p ideas are useful.

One definite pro em that any writer would face wit4 a chapter such

as this is the one of efining,the a dience specificallyi We refer the

1
II

reader back to Chapte III for the dis ussion of the various roles that

facilitators of change can perform and for our comments on how "insidedness"

and bases of influence an limit or expand the would-be facilitator's role

options.
1

Many of the ideas for this chapter first appeared in an article we

wrote With our friend and colleague, Richard Schmuck (Schmuck, Arends,

and Arends, 1975). Although this article, "Tailoring Consultation in

Organization, Development for Particular Schools," was written for
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facilitators wh are not .;part of the' system they help, 1 e think many of

the ideas are qute generalizable to those in other situattons, Other

resources for this chapter indlude a short paper by Shepard (undated),
L

the Hank4book of Organization Development Schools (Schmuck, Runkel,
A A

Saturen Martell, and Derr, 1972), anti The Change Agents Guide to Innava-
.

tion in ducatkon (Havelock, 1973)'.

The Basic Model

The guidelines in this chapter illustrate'a four-part model that

inclUdes::

1. Build'and maintain a relationship with the system so you

can facilitate change.

2. Know everything you can about the system and the changes

you bring about.

3. Tailor your change efforts to what you know about the system.

'4. Grow and change as the system does.

Although the guidelines in Uhis chapter are presented to illustrate

one or another of these four points, relationships among them are very

\k
important. For example, your relationship with the system in large part

7ill determine what you can know about it. Persons in high authority

positions may never find but how others view them, yet have an easy time\

understanding external pressures on the system. Persons in roles that

are more insulated by the system May never understand problems at the

system's boundary,\but have little trouble defining system norms and the

day-to-day behavior they support. Or, for anothei example of interdepend-

ence, the notion of tailoring an intervention is built on the assumption

that you have information before you begin and continue to elicit infor-

mation as you proceed to make possible further tailoring. Finally, infor-



mation about the consequenced of your a tions can enable you to grow; but

as you change, so will the relationship ou have with the system. In

short, progress in one set of tasks w41 snake other sets easier.. In

exchange, however, a problem in one set c) tasks--in your relationship

with a key person or with inaccurate information about one thing--can

/
plague you in all others.

Bui14,ng a Relationship

Many of the issues in wilding a relationship involve themes like

SP .trust, dependability, anl/r4pport between you and others in the system.
- /

Do they trust your motives? Are they expecting to do some of the work

or are they depending upon you to work magic for them?' Is there enough

rapport among you to join'in a collaborative effort? Others may or may

not state these questions eiplicitly. If they do, you ought to'be pre-

pared to share your idea and feelings. If no ne else initiate the

discussion, you must. .Clarity about these issu s is of prime m ortance.

In addition to sharing information about' th role you will ssutne,

it is important to see that targets for change a e discussed and nego iated.

Candor and openness about where you want the sys em to go may help others

share their preferences. Exhibiting receptivity to others' ideas may

'' model one of the goals you want to pursue. It's a lot easier to know the

goals and disagree on them than to leave individual goals and'agendas

under the table. Disagreements can be treated as fodder for problem-

solving and nothing will be gained ultimately by denying problems or

pretending that they don't exist.

Establishing rapport does not necessarily mean that you have to be

like everyone else in the system. It is possible to facilitate change

if you are different from others in terms of sex, race, values, or poll.-

7
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tical persuasion. It does become more difficult as the nu ber of differ-\

ences inpreases, but the most severe difficulties arise whet). differences

are ignored. It is important to discuss' that which may provoke curiosity,

.conflict, or dependency later on, so that resolutions can be sought early.

As "outside" Consultants to school organizations in the past, we ,

have found that frequently asked questions include,'"How long will it take

to change?" and) "What do you (the consultants) expect of us?" We think

it is helpful to explain what we expect and hope to gain, not once but

many times. Our answers about the cost in terms of time are always as

realistic as possible, but we don't hesitate to say that we don't know

or would like to negotiate.a more definite agreement after a few weeks.

Since both the change agent and the system can be hurt by unfulfilled

promises, it's better to keep the relationship on a short-term and

experimental basis until all feel comfortable with more definite and

long-term commitments.

Meaningful relationships are hard to build with words alone. You

first may want to ask forpermission to demonstrate what you can do, and

to let others experience what that would be like. Others who know ybur

---
skills and understandings might help you plan, carry out, or reflect

upon such a demonstration event. Handouts or graphic displays canalso

supplement or reinforce oral messates.

Wilding and maintaining relationships with key authorities or

gatekeepers in the system is particularly important. If you don't hold

such a_ position, your v first task may be to talk to those who do.
0

If you prefer, concentrate on building support froth enough of your peers

and subordinal:es to convince those in authority that you are the one to

do the job. Remember that, although your supervisors may not have the motive-

tion or skill to bring about changes themselves, they can often squelch

r

r
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your effort singleha dedly. They certainly should not be left out of

discussipns.

Although permissi n from the "top'' of the organizational hierarchy

is necessary, it is not sufficient. If you want to change the system,

all of its members must recognize their needs and be willing to receive

help. When and as long as they do, and when and as long as you can and

want to help, the relationship has potential for mutual growth and exchange.

Knowing About the System

Different people use different words to describe the process of

coming to know about a system. Diagnosis, assessment, evaluation; and

research all involve activities that include matching information or

data about the system against criteria, measurement scales, questions,

or hypotheses. Since there is no way to point out the finer distinctions

among these terms in a monograph this short, we will assume that readers

have at least some notion of what we are talking about.

Potential info\rmation that you might collect about a system is

endless, in terms of both amount'and kind. For instance, a person with

linguistic orientati ns might study, word usage for years, or a political
i

scientist might examine structures and policies over deCades. Because

we focus so definitely on changes in subsystem processes as the way to
A

'change a system, we recommend that data collection efforts concentrate in

that domain. For example, rather than initially studying the content of

eu

problems by gathering information'about past trends or projectipns for the

future, examine how group members'solve or don't solve problems. Or,

for another example, instep of listening to what group members talk about,

concentrate on their use of communication skills or how they fulfill

communication functions in the group. Although you may wish to draw

7c'
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distinctions among the ways t ey solve diife ent kinds of pf blems or

communicate about different topics, look first at processes that will be

the target of hate r intervenion you make.

Many of the tool in Chapter III can help in ollecein4 information

the systemland virtue ly all of them focus on a single process such

as conflict management or me tings. ,Several of them would have to be used

before a comprehensive picture could be drawn. Beginners at process
c

observation, interviewing, orgues4ionnaire design and administration

ifiay prefer to focus on one process at a time, but information about

all processes and the relationships among them is eventually necessary.

It's important to use multiple strategies for collecting information.

Before reaching generalizations about the way conflict is managed, for

example, you might observe in several meetings, interview parties to a

conflict, and administer a questionnaire to everyone. A combination of

formal and informal procedures is more effective than either one alone, and

collecting information from' vafiou9' people with different perspectives on

the same'issue is better than relying 011 only a few sets of eyes and ears.

We have frequently recommended that you shmmarize, your observations.

or information for the group. Feedback to them from you car' serve several

purposes: (1) it can help you verify the accuracy of information You

have collected, (2) it illay stimulate the group to do some problem-solving

about the situation you have observed, (3) it will provide a setting in

which you can gather further information about the group, and (4) the

act of collecting data about'processes and putting them before the group

'can provide a valuable model for others to follow.

Don't be supri ;t'd if system members react negatively to your first

efforts at data collection and feedback. Some systems do not necessarily



like to e iagnosed or\watched or asked, questions, Avoiding J rgen, and

etc what you want to do and why you want to do it in adva ee may

help alleviate some suspicion and resentment. But dont let others talk

\

you out of this effort; insist on having information that will guide your

i .

actions and help you understand the consequences of actions you havei,
already taken. If people insist that they already know what the problems

are and don't want you to interfere with their need for action, focus

data collection on their perceptions of why the problemq, have not been ,

solved-p.ralriously or on the consequences of leaving them unsolved.

RemeMber that data collection is a never-endig task. Unlike the

medical model in which a diagnosis is completed before the prescription

is written, learning about a system will continue as long as the_ effort

to.change it. Repeat'd use of the same observation or interview schedule

can provide valuable inforMation about the process of intervention and

change as kJell as about the group processes upon which it Pocuses.

Tailoring Interventions

By describing the multiple functions that change facilitators can

fulfill and by presenting multiple tools that can be used to intervene in

the syStem's functioning, we hope we've made the point that there is no

one way E',6 chhnge a system. The most important guideline 6f all is to

create a strategy that starts where the system is and moves iE toward

,agreed upon goals. The act of designing dtailor-made strategy is most

challenging and important.

garti7 where the system is may not be as easy as it sounds. You

may decide that certain prerequisites have not been met hndthat there

is a need to increase the system's readiness to receive the And of help

you can or want togive. For example, we have found that success of an
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organization development in efVention is integrally related to the presence

1 -"-
of certain norms when the in- ervention begins- If the group we want to'lwork

e

with does not'expect its memb rs to work together collaboratively, or\

reward them for doing so, we irst try to help create this norm. We'll

also train people in ways to e press their differences if this behavior it

not common. We are always prepared to increase readiness for accepting

our eonsultation'if this does not exist.

Building system readineseto profit from the functions you want to

perform may provoke you to examine yourself. If you are convinced that

process consultation would be best, for instance, (or if it's the only

function that you can skillfully perform ) you may have to prepare others

to accept and profit from that. On the other hand, you may find it

easi r to increase your knowledge and skill in performing the convener

1(

cras y
,

function if others are ready and willing to put you in that role. In

either case, don't let your personal preferences for performing certain

facilitator functions get in the way, pf seeing what the system needs and

is willing to accept.
. .

A well-tailored intervention includes continuous strategies tar main-

tain,your relationship to the system and to collect additional information

A

from it. Once you've intervened, talk, to others about what you did that

was helpful and unhelpful, and establish new contractual agreements about

what you'll do the next time. Documenting whatchappened when you inter-

vened in a certain way will provide a data base that you can use in future

planning.

Many interesting findings about organizational readiness appear inil

'Runkel, Uyant, and Bell (1975).
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It's poss\ible to create more than one design that is tailored t6

strengths and weaknesses of the system. One strategy is. to start on the

process that needs the ost attention. Following this strategy with a

group has good meetings, resolves conflict, and is comfortable with

the way de4siong 'are made, you might begin with the communication process

them move to goal setting and problem solving; Vntroducing'additional

tools: for meetings, conflict management, or decision making only as

needed. Likewise, if you think-an ineffective'decision making prnreRs

is the most severe prOblem, you could teach people alternative decisio

making procedures and then help them explore the consequences of each

procedure of\ effective communication and conflict management. This

strategy can also be implemented 1y working first with these people Who

are least accepting of you and your effprts. 1

1

i

The other popular strategy and the one we personally prefer ia to

capitalize on more effective processes to strengthen less effective 'Ones.
(

With this strategy you would help effective decision-makers decide the

kind of communication process to use, help good goal-setters agree upon

the kind of meetings they'd like to have:and first work with the subgroup

that is most supportive of your effort. But neithetl strategy has deft-

ite advantages over the other, and some combination may be most effective.

\

The sequence with which subsyStem processes are improved is less

important than keeping them all in mind. An improvement in communication

that encourages more people to say what they think may matte previously

adequate deCision making procedures'obsolete, for instance. A newly

identified goal may surface conflicts that cannot be handled with present

norms. Consideration of m rocesses and the relationships qmong them

, .

requires the change facilitator to "light many fires" simultaneously \

and help people tend them.all.

8 rw
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7crowing'as the System Changes

If you are sPccessfl in facilitating change in the system to which\N

you belong, new norms and roles-will affect you as well as others. More

than that, if you put your whole self into the effortv,°you deserve some-
.'

thing in Teturn. This is not' 'a sel sh stance, but one,that can insure

your "survival" in an effort tha you do not wish to be your last.

Persohal growth and change is iecipitated by feedback. Knowing
..0

.:,

...

how others perceive you and f ei. ant-your behaviors activates personal

ti

004

problem-solving to bring the -r im ressions more in line with your gbals.

If people see you as less knowledgeable or skillful than you'd

be, for instance, you clan Start to-resolve the discrepancy by increasing

6
your knowledge or ski , '"'

4

/
/ But others. mus be motivated and.competent to give you feedback ,for

this purpose. So etimes everyone in the system you work with will do

this for you, but more often than'not you'll have,to,rely-on a fecr

colleagues for a sdpporto system. It is for this reason that counsel

so strongly for teaming dp with someone else who wets to fa/cilitate

change. A partner or partners with whom,you can verify information,

plan the strategy, and debrief what_dlappened is osevyaluable asset tq

1

any facilitator. This is particularly true when the goi,Ig gets tough

and yoU need "warm fuzzies" or a nudge to start your p#/ rSOnal ProbleM-
o

o

solving..

Shepard's list of "rules" (undated) begin& witR "Stay alive." He

says that this means (1) taking risks on purposeas part Of your strategy

rather than by atident, but ndt if they won't lead toward your goal.; (2)

putting your whole self into the effort instead of stretchlriag yourself

with Irian? efforts or half-heartedly trying to do something you really want



very much, and (3) loving yourself instead of being self-disparaging;

thereby suppressing your potential and was ing your energy in defensive

manueuvering. Partners can help you to live by this rule.

We do not want to conclude this section without mentioning one final

guideline that we think has helped us as group facilitators of system

change. It's the three-word guideline we followed.to write this monograph:

Read and write. There a wealth ofinformation already available and
\

new articles and books cope out almost dail..yc One criterion WQ used

I

for selecting books for th bibliography waSdthat they'can start you

searching for more infotmation,inalm4t any ditectiOn yoii want to go.

But all the books you can possibly read and all the advanced training

you can get cannot 'tell you everything you'might want to know.e The reason

is simply that not everything'is- known. Changing systems-is relatively

newer,than changing individuals, and many strategies are unexplored. Writing

about what you've done may give others. just the idea they-are looking for.

Taking the risk to report what youAlave learned--even if you learned it the

hard way by falling on your face more thin n once--can help all of us who

care about system change to do a better
/\

.Mark's Stoty

This-.cdse study des.,Fribes the efforts of a teacher and part-time
_r

counselor .(we've called him. Mark although that was not his Ave) who

acted as a facilitator Of sySteth. change to his own elementa-ry school

1.

faculty. Although Mark. was not a full-time counselor or school psychologist

.., --his small school district could noe afford such ./uxurieshis case does

illetrate some of the unique difficulties encountered by a "ve'ry internal"

,zIconsultant, descrrbs some of the problems of the ORlo consultant, and

'portrays a :common education consulting situation.: We include it, here 19

to help counsel6rsuand 'school psychologists see how the guidelines outlined
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in this chapter can be applied by someone other than an outsider.

We first met Mark when he was a participant in a special training

1,6

program called PETC-III. Mark-had much invested in education and in human

relations training. Besides his BA in Eucation, he had had training in

. race relations work in the archdiocese and had taken many NWREL instruc

ional systems, including all the PETC -III prerequisites.
2

4

Mark felt confident about his abilities and clea about what

wanted to do. He was sure from the beginning that he anted to work with

.-hisoown school and-that he wanted to work alone. He sa d, "The staff

already uses me as a consultant for some kindof things. I guess I'm

kind of a loner, but I don't think they (the staff) would want an outsider

'7

hanging around. It's more r

1

alistic for me to work alone.'.

Dark's 7th and 8th grade school was one of two elpmentary schools in

r

1
Preparing EducationalMining Consultants' (PETC-III) is the last in

a seriesof instructional systems developed bylthe'Improving Teaching
.Competencies Program of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
(NWREL) . :,PETC-III provides _participants with the opportunity-to acquire
knowledge, skills and sensitivities that constitute a change process
termed organization developmerit (OD),.

Participation in PETC-III training last over an eight- month period
,during which PETC-III trainees complete a one-day preworkshop assignment,
attend 17 days of. workshop Meetings, and; spend approximately% ten days
doing a practicum. The practicum consists of conducting an organization
developilent,project that foCuses on improving thd, functioning of a client.°
organization .. 0

RETC-III trainee s learniofthe following Stages of OD consultation:
(a) developing a need fof change, (b) establishing a client consultant
relationShip,t.(c) diagnoSin the client's/Problems, (d) examining
alternatives, .(e) Interveni
ing change effotts, and,.(g)
Qlese stages to organite

Mark's story, will app

g ancCtransfeorming change efforts, (f) stabling-
erminating the relatiOnship. We'haveused

is case study.-
ar in a monograph we are writing with William.

Ward and Mary'Ann is monograph will include case studies of
five trainee teams (Mark (gas the only ',!solo") that participated in the,
followup study of.PETC-I I. His story i mewhat abbreviated here., ,so
readers interested In mo 0 detail or of er case studies should refer
to Arends; Ward, Smith and Ares (fart coming).

2
See the annOtated,references for training systems of the IiiiproxAA

Teaching Competencies for. names of these prerequisite instructional
systems.

4 8;)
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an inne -city parochial school system. 'Both schools gave special attention

to child n who were below grade-level' in.ba;ic.skills-- usually chifdren,

with learning difficulties or 'behavior problems. Each school was smal

with about 200.students; and each class was also small, with 15-17 /-

students.

At one time\ there had been four elementary schools in the district.

As attendance dropp d, the archdiocese had decided to close two of the

schools, leaving two neighborhood sc ols--one for grades 1 to 6, one
%

for grgdes.7 and "8.

ark.)was one of t e 12 teachers .and the only part-time counselor

in the7th and 8th gra e schocil. He head been involVed in planning the
k

.

new program when the sc ool opened and in trying to establish,norms of

trust, cooperation, grow ng self-respect, and respect' -for others. Mark

cribed himself as "like the other'teachers. I enjoy working on'my

'own, but I'm very committed to the school and the kids."

r

Entry. Mark chose an informal entry style, because, as he said, "An internal

person in asmall system bas tb be informal and be himself--not play the

role of a 'big eXpert.'" -Mark also reported that he had the advantage of .4

an expert and referent power base from which to work. "The staff knew

that I had had some training and was getting more. They had rallied

around me in the past and T knew ttey would do so again if I asked them to."

e first thing Mari did after deciding he wanted to work in his own

school was to, ask his colleagues if he could work with them on building

trust-and openness in the faculty. After the staff informally agreed to

'undertake the project, he approached the principal and said that he would

like to do o-this project with the staff. They discussed the project and

whether Mark should be perceived primarily as consultant, as a teacher,



as the counselor, or aso a "human-being." Thin Mark went back'to the

Staff and told them he had the principal's approval.. The staff agreed to

participate in the project.
gf

Mark used a formal contract form because-these were required by

PETC-III, although he thought the forms were somefahat inappropriate fbr

an internal,consultant in a small'system. Other staff members reacted

with comments like, "You want us to sign a contract?" but agreed to

do so because they liked the idea of being specific about agreements

they had with Mark.

Only later did Mark discoiier that the formal contract didn't help

'him discover the principal's diScomfart and uncertainty about dealing

with feelings. Although she Was in agreement with the project, it

seemed. to Mark that she did not have a clear picture of what might happen.

Diagnosis. When Mark first thought about his system, he described the

teachers as "strongly opinionated individuals with definite ideas." He

also thought that the faculty lacked a basic teamwork capability. He

wrote in May, "Combining people's efforts in an organization necessitates

understanding ,each other, agreeing to norms of influence, arriving at

school commitments in decision making, and coordinating their efforts."

Mark's long -term, goal IA to deal with his own system's needs for

human maintenance, problem solving, and Weision'making. He also wanted

to avoid "laying stuff on people and being 4e expert." He wanted to

the diagnostic data so the group would own it.

His diagnosis. was based on data he collected with a "needs assessment"
O

questionnaire during a faculty meeting in May. Eight faculty members

responded to 17 statements
1
Such as, "Ask others who seem unset.to exnress

1
The 17 statements Mark used were: (1) asknOthers who seem upset to

8 r"
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their teelings directly," and, "Use formal voting as a way of making

decisions," by indicating whether group members did or did not, should or'.

should not exhibit thosle behaviors. When everyone had completed the

queStionnaire,,Mark tallied all responses on:a large chart and asked

other's to consider discrepancies between what staff members were doing

and what thex should be doing.

Then he askedthe staff to generate a list of group goals and to

'indicate which ones they were most committed to. By comparing the list

f isoals with data from the questionnaire, the staff then.generated a, list

of major problems to attack in the fall. Mark and the staff felt good °

t this meeting'. As Mark said later, "We were well on.our way towards

't lie year of good feelings.'"

Interventions. During the summer, Mark began to plan for A two-day

wokshop with the staff just before school started. In a report, he-wrote
.,.

the following: f

My goals are: (a) to increaser the adequacy of problem

solving in the staff, (b) to increase the accuracy with which

we understand each other's feelings about the organization,and

(c) to increase the adequacy with whichme man'agd the school.

My basic assumption is that if the faculty can identify the
1

real isaues3 that keep us from working well together; we must

1(a) have team skills, (b) understand our-values and, (c)

mistakes, to improve working effectiveness; (11) try out new ways of
doing things, even if it is uncertain how they will work out; (12) stay
cool-i-keep your distance from others; (13) use formal voting as a way of
makins decisions in small groups; (14) spend time in meetings on emotional
matters which are not strictly germane to the task; (15) be critical
towards unusual or "way out" ides;. (16) stick with familiar ways of
doingthings in one's work; and (17) trust others to be helpful'in
diffiCult situations.

8
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Cv

express their feelings directly; (2) tell colleagues what you. really, hink
of their work; (3) avoid disagreement and conflict whenever possible;.,X4)
be concerned about other people's problems; (5) only make a decision after,,
everyone's ideas have been heard; (6) push for new ideas, even.if they are
vague or unusual; (7) ask others to tel °l you what they really think about
your work; (8) keep your real thoughts and reactions to yourself by and
large; (9) be skeptical.about,things; (10) point out other people's



analyze our purpose for working together.

The strategy that I'll use will be to be a process link, pre-

senting skills so we can uncover and resolve the real issues

in our group.

I hypothesize that the outcQmes will be a process that will

enablelus to deal with larger organizational issues.

He planned the two-day workshop to focus on team-building. He wanted

to help the staff explore the ways in which humanistic values and needs

for autonomy and achievement--typical qualities of faculty members--

inhibited or facilitated their ability to work together. In Mark's

words, "I wanted to build on, group concepts and to focus on team-building

issues. If-Ze created more sen e of teamness, we'd function better and

take care of our human needs, too.

The workshop included a review of°Problems and goals identified the

previous May) as well as a "brush '-up course" on interperson4 communication

skills and constructive feedback. During the two days, the faculty spent

most of the time examining roles and norms in order tb'be more explicit

about their expectations of each other. They also did.a force field
stF,'

analysis on their goals of increased supportiveness in the staff and

o
favorable student attitudes toward work, self, and others.

1,
.

-Az "Forces For," the staff listed:.o (1) we are a small, friendly
, ,

\o v
group; (2) we have interpersonal communication skills; (3) we have common

, i
.

interests in teaching, and (4) all of us are sincere, desire new ideas,

and are &pen-minded. ,As
tfl

Forces Against," the staff listed: (1)

4,:>.

. V .

p
.

we fear knowing each other too personally and Rurting each other's
1

feelings; (2) we lack time and sometimes put efficiency ahead of good ,

communication;-(3)we are not always aware of each other's philosophies

and values; and (4) we,Sometimes wort( in competitive mays, judging and

-84- Cr A
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making assumptions about each other's behaviors:

A major decision during the two days was that the faculty woul&

meetlince or twice a month during the school year to discuss group m4

tenance issues. The staff hoped these meetings would help maintai

following norms: (1) to give and receive feedback at all approp ate

times, (2) to work as a team to monitor each other's behavior, and (3)

to rotate responsibility for convening Ofdbe meetings so that all "owned"

the OD effort.

According to Mark, the staff also spent a great deal of time explor-
..

ing inclusion questions like)"What is Mark's position as counselor-teacher-

change agent in this faculty?" and values questions like)"What do other.

faculty embersThelieve in strongly?" He played a key leadership role

in the workshop, but repeatedly told the staff, "I'll need I don't

want to be isolated and I hope you don't expect me to be perfect. Give

51 Me the freedom not to be_perfect as an internal guy."

One unexpected and pleasant result-of the. workshop for Markwas that
-

he gained an informal "partner, /another teacher who had 1.eceiVed'training

in4communication and'group process. He said: "She would pick up stuff

T missed and giveme feedback about how I did. She was also someone I

_could sit down with over a beer and talk to about hot things were going,

and 6-he-ie Were times I really needed thatt
v 4

Another result of the September intervention was Chat teachers were

more oped and relaxed 'and came, to talk to Mark about problemg.' The staff.
.

.

Continued the monthly mhintenatice meetings, although they were -not always

held on,a regular basis because of the pressure of other tasks,

During the fall, problems in the interac

o.

ion between MarktS school

and the other school in the district began to surface. The teachers in

Mark's school asked Mark to help them work with teachers from che other

school. Because' he other school had an autocratic principal-4nd a more

or I-85- 9 di



rigid philosophy, there were problems and those problems had an i pact_

upon the 7th and 8th grade school (Mark's ) it fed into. Teachers in

Mark'sschool were concerned abOut what Mark called "the typical ha slts

ove/ philosophical values and directions.'

:`"'MArk did his'second,intervention in December when he convened

meeting that he dubbed "The Red Purge." Teachers from both schools

spent a day discussing how students should be taught and ranking charac-

teristics,of each other as teachers. Mark assumed that these activities

would uncover values, build trust, and open up feelings. Both faculties

and Mark thought the meeting was helpful and "cathartic."

As his final intervention in May, Mark held a half-day session with

his own staff. This meeting was an opportunity for the staff- to take a

look at what they'd been doing, to share feelings aboutthe year's OD

effort, to sum up their efforts, and to get closure on the project.

This, too, was a well-received meeting and according to Mark, "left

people feeling good."

Outcomes of Consultation. Mark did not try to do'any formal evaluation

becaUse he thought that it was awkward foi an internal person to attempt

that!. At the end of each intervention, he did ask staff members for

specific activities 'that they saw ag helpful and unhelpful. He also used

feedback ftom Elaine to check on how he was doing.

In general, Mark felt good about accomplishing whatlle set out to

do. He thought that focusing on team building and group process skills

had been a manageable project fOr him; and that the staff had 'come closer

together and operated getterat least for a while. According to Mark,

"The staff was pleag'ed, I think. Although no-one said it explicitly, I

know they wanted me to continue in the consultant foie: All around,

o

I have to call that year 'The Year of Good Feelings.'"

Or'
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Sometimes during his project, Mark had wondered if he was doing what

he meant to do and whether his interventions had enough impact to be

important. However, Mark's biggest' problem was that he ran out of energy.

After chat year, be did not want to deal with others' stresses any longer.

He now describes the major difficulty of internal'consultation: "You

get yourself pegged in this role and you can't get out of it. The, -

internal consultant is always available to be sucked into every difficulty.

When you are an internal consultant, you can't ever leave that place.

Sometimes I felt Like George Washington during his second term'--

I just wanted to retire to my farm and till the soil with my kids

in the classroom. One of the things I failed to do was train others

to take the responsibility for making the project keep happening." 7

Comments on Mark's Story. In many ways, Mark had a "success experience"

as a facilitator of system change: (a) he managed to find a group of people

who wanted him to help them improve their organizational functioning,

(b) he diagnosed -- with their help the major organizational problems

they were facing, and (c) he-conducted three major interventions that he

ands his clients eValuated:favorablY.

His story is also one of solo consultant who "burned out,"

and who had trouble freeing himself from the role when he wanted to

stop. The story suggests.two important questions:

1. 1.40 was Mark as successful as he Was?

-Was it because he didn't start entry from the "top"

of the System, but instead went straight to those he

wanted to help and,then got the principal's approval?

-Was it because his clients attributed expert

referent power to him while seeing him as "one of the

folks"?

3
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-Was it because he relied heavily upon informal methods of

diagnosis and intervention?

-Was it because he found a partner who could give him

support and feedback?

2. Why did Mark "burnout "?

-Was it because he worked alone and tookwn too big a task?

-Was it because his "clients" never distinguished "Mark

the teacher" from "Mark the consultant" in spite of

):his efforts?'

"7

-Was it because other PETC -1II trainees couldn't empathize

with his case or because the system includes too little

that is relevant for consultants as "internal" as Mark?

,exploration of questions like these should help readers of this

monograph look at'what they might want to do and want to avoid.

Summaty

Previous chapters have delineated specific albeit various aspects of change

strategies. This chapter brings these aspects together and presents'a foUr-

part model for implementing change: (1) building a relationship with the system

to be changed,. (2) learning as much as possible about the system and the changes

o,
sught, (3) tailoring change efforts to meet the needs of the system, and (4)

growing with the ustem. A case study is presented which uses the model in a

r
small erbmenTy school where an7"internal" facilitator (counselor) offers to

9
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work solo with the remainin faculty to open communication, establish, change

goals, explore and implement possible change strategies, elmluate successes and

failures and establish maintenance procedures. While this attempi was 'successful)

it had drawbacks for the facilitator which are offered for consideration to otiose

who may assume a facilitator role.

z
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This final chapter restates the basic premises from'which the
authors began. These/include: (1) that school sysdems dog need to,
and can change; (2) that there are ways to promote desirable and lasting
changes; and (3) that counselors and school psychologists can be
involved in this process and work .ward purposeful change in their
own settings. Some of -the ...implications of these basic premises.. are

discussed, some of the future needs and unresolved problems are
described.

Chapter V

Trends for the Future

The Roles 'alf Counselors and School Psychologists Will Change

In ChaptemlI, we reviewed predictions by Singer, Whiton, and Fried

(1970), Murray and Schmuck 4972), Medway (1975), and Meyers (1973), that

roles of those .in the-counseling and psychological services will include

a system-wide change orientation. Others have provided .evidence that

this kind of role change is happening or needs to happen (see ballassich,

1974; Hayman, 1974; Lee, 1972; Kessinger, 1975; and Schmuck -and Schmuck,

1974) .

We agree with the fact that role change in this direction needs

to happen. As an example of why we think this way, let us quote a

schodl psychologist we interviewed.

Us: 'How are things going for you this year in the district?

The Psychologist: You won't believe how bad they are! I'm

responsible for taking referrals from 18 schools and I get

more.than 60a month. In 20 working days I can't do

anythipg.mor4 than put band-aids on people and situations

that need radical surgery. Intop of that the

direCtor of out division ib retiring and all of us at the

at,49.telichoE. thdrstrok d4tif't get any help.

UlirWhatlwfAld yqu like to be doing instead? What kind of

strhtegy for a school psychologist like you would be worth-

1 e 9)
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Thejsychologist: I think the only hope for kids is if everyone

on the district payroll pitches in to help. But t is going

j

to take some system-wide changes It's not going to to

train teachers to administer psychological tests or to train

secretaries to scheduld students into claSSes so counselors

and school psychologists have more free time. What it will

take is help for all of us to sit -down and talk to each

other so we can figure-out ways to, solve these problems

of helping kids that need so much. Lots of teachers and
--so--

administrators could do that kind of helping with no,additional,

training, but until we sit down and agree we should do it. .

until the criteria for evaluating teachers include a respons-
h

ibility for providing the "classical" psychological services. ,

What can you -- all by yourself -- do to bring about that

kind of system change?

The Psychologist: A, few months ago, I would have tad you that

there was nothing I could do. Now I don't know. I have

been talking to other school psychologists; counselors, and

social workers about this mess. They agree with me that we

might as well stay,homefor all.the good that one -on -one

"band-aids" do. We're still talking about what to 6.

a few of.lis went to the superintendent t
:say

we wanted to help select our'new boss. He surpri ed us

by saying the divisiontould'have two representatves on

This week

the five-person selection committee. We surpris d him, I

guess, by coming In. He told us that he hadn't noWn we

cared., Well, we showed him and now we can try o make

9
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sure that the rew director is sympathetic to our plight.'
Us: What:dn you think your strategy-will.accomPiishT

The Psychologist: I don't know for sure. Already I have

reached out for others who share my dilemma and feel a whole

lot less lonely. Down the pike, I hope our diviSion can set

the example'of a group that solVes important problems.its

members have. If we can help each other, maybe we can learn

the skills to help other groups.

The dither psychologists and counselors we talked to all expressed
-

similar frustrations with their current-roles. All expressed the hope
/

diet by joining toge:ther they'coul&Make,significant changes in the

.

systems of-whiCh.they were a part: ,None of them hid more specific

ideas about how to' proceed but all insisted they cnUld and T40Vid find

a way.,,

In various ways, these individuals were trying to change their roles

so they could act as facilitators of system change. Their enthusiasm

and;aincerity convinced us that roles of counselors and school psychologists

will change -- although.it may take time.

Professional Growth Opportunities Will Expand

A second 'trend we see is that counselors and school sychologists .

will find more professional growth opportunities in the area of

system change. More books and articles will be published and the

*£fiances to belong to professional organizations will 'be heightened

.

as new networks of techniCal assiSters interested in system change

are created, -In addition, more programs to teach skills and techniques

that facilitate group and drganizat4,onal change'will become available.

9U
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An example of the type of training program we envision has ,been

.developed by the Improving Teaching Competencies Program ofthe

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (see bibliography). Some of

the \training systems from this program fodus speCifically on the human

rela4oushipssand group processes of classrooms and schools._ They

incliide topics such as interpersdnal communication, group problem

solving, interpersonal influence, and social conflict. Other training

syste1is in this series, those called Preparing Educational Training '

Consultants (PETC) prepare persons in the educational community to

assumetnew roles similar to those we have defined or counselors and

4 school psychologists in this monograph. Trainees 'earn hoW to help

others et goals, clarify communication, reach out for relevant

resourc s, solve problems, makedecisiona; and copefuith interdependence

and conflict. By involving thmselves in a series of workshop and

practic experiences over a two-year period, trainees learn to work with

small grOups and subsystems of school organizations.

Mari, the internal consultant whose story appeared in the previous

chapter, is just one of hundreds of teachers, counselors, administrators,

and school ptychologists we know who have gained these skills.

New Subsystems for Organizational Renewal Will be Created

In the near future, if present trends prevail, counselors and

school psychologists interested in facilitating system c4fige will

no longer need to operate in isolation or need to create their own

support systems. Instead, we think school districts and other educational

'agenCies will find ways to systematically attend to the skills and

prodesses needed for effectiVe organizational functioning. These efforts

we believe, will be institutionalized in the tiorm of nerkorganizationdl

structures. 9;
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Few districts at the present time have this institutionalized

capability, buo several :experiments by the Program on Strategies of

-Organizational Change (,in the University of Oregon's Center for Ed-
, cj

ucational Policy.and Management) have shown the potential of this.idear',-

Consnitants in this program have trained and studied cadras'oe:group

and organizationalprocess consultants in 'Kent Washington, and Eugene,

Oregon. Cadre members perform training and consulting functions for

school staffs, teaching or administrative teams, and other work groups

in the district The-success-and staying Power of these cadres pay:

be attributed to four key factors (Arends and Phelps -a71; andB nnkel,

:Wye. t and Bell, 1975):

I-. Members of cadres are drawn from various roles and subsystems

within the distri4ct on a volunteer basis. During the regular

working day, they are counselors, teachers, principals, and

school psychologists. They do not consult or try to help wor

groups of which they are a part, but instead work upon request

and through released time with other groups and subsystems in

the district.

2. Cadre members are organized and work in teams rather than altine.

This teaming arrangement allows a natural sdpport system for

members, insures a range of resources and skills upon which

to draw, and provides a setting for continuous learning and

growth. New teams are formed to work with each new client

subsystem.

3. Cadre members do not give advice about, the content of their

clients' problems. They do not pose as experts in curriculum

finance, classroom management, or whatever. Instead, they

100
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specialize in improdvin group.and organizational processes

with strategies'' siMilar to t ose desdribed in Chapter.III.

47

. Cadre members regularly pay attention to their own task

accomplishment and group process-ftoblems ip regular meetings.'accomplishment

.:* .
.,.,,

Consultants fzbm outside the Astrict are occasionally invited
,

to provide adlitionalitraining or consultation so that this

supsyStem can be a model of effective functionitg.

In both Kent and Eugene, counselors aqd'Ochocil psychologists have

played an active role in these cadres. Their knowledge and training
, .

in school psycho4logy equipped many with frameworks to see the value of
.

this type of service. Many adapted skills they had used in traditional

.:counseling to consultation infgroup and:Organizational settings..

We believe the creation of hew subsystems,for organizational renewal
A

holds promise and will be more widely_ tried in the near future. Counselors

and school psychologps will be called upon to participante in awl

facilitate this change.

Summary

This filial chapter synthesize, some of the ways school helping personnel

can and do effedt change within their schools. It presents an interview g

P'
with a school psychologist whp first expresses concert bver his inability

1

to make a difference in his work setting, but comes to realize he has

already sowed the seeds for change.

Future trends are viewed as holding great potential for professional

growth among those who are interested in becoming facilitators.

Systems will-become more responsive to the need to provide and train

' *--,-cadres of change agents whose primary functioA will be to improve group

and organizational processes.

Probably many other changes in the business of changing educational

1O
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systems will come to pass in the next decades: Experimentation and

research continue as many more people put their energ ea intoiauch

efforts. We hope this monograph has conviced old'pros and neophytes°

alike that the benefits are worth the risks. Hoirefully our joining

together and reaching out c) each other will give us all the thrill of

work well done.

1O
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